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Chief Graca, wants to Implement 
"Campus Watch" at Bridgewater 
by Audrey Oliveira 
According to Chief of Police, 
,Fortunato Graca, there are no new 
leads on the car torching incident 
which happened in the campus 
police parking lot on October 20. 
Chief Graca stated that "the car had 
only been brought into the lot for 
two days before the torching. The 
motive may not have been directed 
toward the Campus Police." 
He urges everyone to report 
anything they know about the 
incident to the police. Few people 
have told the chief anything about 
be. I would like to start a Campus 
Watch on this campus to further 
enforce security here. We have only 
three policemen on duty at a time 
here, and we need the students and 
faculty to be involved." 
Chief Graca has been planning 
the implementation of Campus 
Watch with Mr. Arthur Slotnick, a 
planning and development specialist 
who was once in the Bridgewater 
Police Department and has 
organized various neighborhoods in 
Bridgewater with a Neighborhood 
Watch. 
what they might know. He The purpose of the Watch is to ~ 
remarked, "People are afraid to get open comunication lines between involved, but they really shouldn't _ people and to educate a1J the people 
involved about crime prevention. It 
is otganized with people who are 
really interested in crime 
prevention. 
They report any unusual things 
that happen in their neighborhood 
and this helps prevent a crime from 
occurring. Nearly every crime is 
witnessed by someone, but the 
witness rarely reports it to the 
proper authorities to help in 
prevention of the crime. 
A Campus Watch would lessen 
the vandalism problems here· and 
maybe prevent a serious injury or 
death to a person on this Campus. 
Chief Graca commented that uToo 
many girls walk around this campus 
alone at night and most of the girls in 
Colleges across the state are jumping with activity 
by Jean M. St. Andre Outlaws" were recently featured involved in yet another tignt Ever wonder what's happening at there in concert and many problems concerning the administration. The 
the· dorms would open the door to ''''~~ 
anyone ... and that'svery dangerous 
to do, especially with the 
Bridgewater Correctional Institu-
tion only three miles away." 
A Whistle Program would be a 
good idea to prevent a crime in the 
parking lots and wooded areas 
around campus. The Chief· noted, 
that "a whistle might scare someone 
into not committing a criminal act. 
Because people often associate the 
whistle with the police, whenever 
someone heard or saw a crime, they 
could blow the whistle and possibly 
help. someone who was in the 
trouble, too," Graca stated. 
Chief Graca also hopes to have 
more lights in the parking lots and 
better lights in the streets as safety 
measures. People are not aware or 
don't seem to care about the 
vandalism here, but they may 
someday have a friend or they 
themselves may be hurt or have 
property damaged. Then it will· too 
late; so everyone on campus should Chief Fortunato. Graca discusses be involved now," Graca plans for a "Campus Watch~ concluded.· program for SSC. other state colleges in the system? If developed b"oth at the concert and SGA has always had a faculty so, this. article is for you. By . afterwards at house parties. The advisor" who is paid tor his contacting the newspaper offices at town police in North Adams, under services. However, the administra-the various colleges, the following is the leadership of Chief of Police tion says. that the provision for an offered· as a summation of the Kenneth P. Gamache, threatened advi~or is not mentioned in the happenings at the other state to bring out riot sticks and helmets contract and therefor~ there can't -coUeges ill Massachusett$~ to control what they termed the be One. The SGA. is reversing that 
Forensic Society reaps 
awards ouerRutgers Ort . November 2nd at Salem "Animal House"at NASC. argument hy stating that just State CoU~ge> Dr. Jam~s. !\~r.;;\er The Socc.ar Team at NAS.s;is in b'#C:~U$~jtjs!:'~mentl')l1ed q~n't was appointed .asPt~d~fifi5r'tf{Et'· ·tfie:-'Nt:1t4.'p-I~YOliS ·'fortne New ·~mei\n they can't have one~·' . . coliege. Amsler, who is currently the England Regional Championship Worcester State College. is President of North Adams State Title for Division 1II. They compete having a problem contomng their College (NASC), begins his position Saturday at Babson College. If they dorm students. Destruction in the at· Salem on January 14, 1979. win, they'lI move on to compete in dorms is at a peak and trash is being Amsler noted the difference in "size the national competition. . thrown from windows. Beer bottles and complexity of the institutions" are part of the trash and are found as his reason for seeking the After a long and. involved battle "smashed all over. position at sse. (NASC· has between the Student Government Fires at Boston Stat2 College ~pproximately 2100 students Association and President of were at a mysteriously high level enrolled whereas SSC has Framingham State College, recently. RepOrts seem to show approximately 5000.) . previously allocated monies were some correlation with the recent Another administrative change .finally approved for a gynecoiogical . elections. Since the election, the will take effect at Westfield State clinic to be established there. The problem has decreased consider· College in January when Dean . height of the negotiations occurred ably. if nottotaUyvanished. The fires Pilecki, the Academic Dean of in a protest on campus. There was were !set in places such as· empty Fitchburg State College begins also talk of taking a "no confidence" rooms and . closets where minimal his appointment as President of vote in FSC President D. Justit:t, damage has been incurred. Westfield State; McCarthy if he blocked passage of All in all, it seems that things are Vandalism continues at North approval of funding for·the clinic. really hopping on campuses across Adams State College. 4'The The SGA there is currently the state! 
. 
Commencement 'Fee . Refeiendum 'Defeated 
Commencement Speaker 
Process Explained 
by Mike Palma 
A referendu~· was held to raise 
the Commencement fee by $1.00 on 
Wednesday, Noyember 15, The 
proposal was defeated by an 
overwhelming margin of 147 against.: 
52 yes for Commencement speaker 
and 17 yes votes .. For those who 
opposed the referendum and staged 
an "'anti-raise campaign", let this 
article verify the importance of a 
raise in fee. 
Although the fee 'may not be 
utilized only for a speaker~ it may' 
allow the Convocation Committee 
I the financial opportunity to have the 
speaker of. their . ch,ioce. The 
estimated four thousand dollars that 
would h~ve been collected if the 
proposal had passed would allow 
the committee to have a speaker of 
the caliber of an Art Buchwald. But, 
if the committee happened to 
consider someone like Natalie 
Jacobson, at an. arbitrary cost of' 
two thousand dollars~ the remaining 
two thousand dollars. may be used 
for other remaining costs, such as 
diplomas, programs, etc. This 
seems to be· a 10gici,Ualternative. 
Clarificatioh of another 
misinterpretation of the procedure 
in choosing a speaker must be 
explained. 
Last April the senior class had a 
referendum allowing students to 
rank order a Jist of possible speakers 
which the executive board had 
compiled. Then, in turn, the list was 
handed over to· the Convocation 
Committee for review. The 
committee, consisting of senior 
class and junior class officers, 
administrators, and faculty, then, 
compiled the votes adding or 
detracting with total committee 
approvaL' President RondiJeau.· is 
then given the list and contacts the 
speakers in the· order specified·· by 
the committee. He . may make 
suggestions, but . neuer actualIy 
defermines who commencement 
speakers will be. Neither does the 
Board of Trustees determine who 
Bridgewater State 'College or any 
state college wiU have as a spe(1ker 
at graCluation .. It seems unfortunate 
that many stl.ldents are uniformed 
or misinformed as to .the procedures 
at Bridgewater State College. 
But for thos'e of us that are, or 
should be properly informed, it is 
our obIigati9n to· notify the. 
Bridgewater community of its 
hapenings. '. 
If anyone~· wishes any further 
information or· verifications on any 
of thcs¢, or related matters, please 
I contact 'those . directly involved. 
In regards to commencement: 
Mike· PaLma-President Senior Class 
. 
Nancy Inman~- V;President Senior. Class 
. 
Jeff Hawkins-· President Junior Class . . 
Prof. Weygand·· Chai~mah 
Conovocation Committee (also 
Student Life) . 
Weare those involved! Please 
consider the poSsibility of an 
additional referendum on this 
matter in the near future. 
The .E,l?ren~i£,S9~i~£JJ, .. Briclse~, ImprQrntt.;.,." ", ..•. , water's competitive. speecband John Ross, a new member of the debate team, has a record that 15 team, received a second place difficult to beat. Not only are' they award in After Dinner Speaking: 
allowed to compete ih the highest Anne Marie Minelli placed six.th in league in the country (against such Informative Speaking and eighth in\ 
:teams as Harvard, Georgetown, After Dinner Speaking. . Stanford, and Brown Universities), Bridgewater also scored points but they have returned victorious when David Corriera took sixth tournament after tournament. place in After Dinner Speaking and Just recently (October 27 and28J ninth place in Impromtu. 
they attended the Collegiate Joan McElvenny ranked· second Forensic Association Tournament ih· her Prose Interpretation and 
at Fitchburg State Conege where Impromptu. rounds and third in they captured a sweepstakes trophy Humorous Oral Interpretation. 
over Rutgers University as the fifth Completing Bridgewater's victory best team present. Princeton over Rutgers University was team Uriiversity . took fourth place with presidenttMary C. CarroU's ranking 
only a three point· lead over second in Extemporaneous BrJggewat?r. 
. . Speaking, and placing ninth in Two of Bridgewater's competitors Persuasive Speaking with a perfect 
were· awarded second place score in one round. 
trophies and the entire team Defeating Rutgers Uniyersity in 
contributed points toward the intellectual competition has really 
sweep$takes trophy~boosted the. morale of the JaneWite LeBlanc was awarded Bridgewater State College Forensic 
second place in humorous oral Society. int~rpretatioriand ranked second The Forensic~-S~aety will be 
and third in both rounds of her other competing November 18 and 19 at 
events, Prose Interpretation and the University of .southern Maine. 
An Increase is 
not a guarantee 
by T. Michael Robertson 
Two years ago, in an effort to 
generate funds for a"special"'~ 
speaker to . address the graduation 
class, the senior class conducted a 
referendum amongst themseJves to 
increase the commencement fee 
one dollar per senior. The motive 
and intention behind this action was 
noble and believing· this to be· the 
best way of . automatically raising $1,000, the seniors voted to increase 
the commencement fee. For the 
inforrnationoi . students, all fee 
increases must 00 submitted to and 
accepted by the· Massachusetts 
State . College System Boarq of 
Trustees before they become a part 
of the" student's monthly bil1ing. So 
after the seniors votedtoraise their 
commencement fee. with the 
stipulation that this extra money 
would go towar~s a "special 
speaker"', the matter was sent to the 
Board of Trustees who reviewed it 
in several subcommittees. 
Somewhere in . one .. of those 
subcommittees, the stipulation that 
the extra $1.00 go towards a 
"'special'" speaker was omitted. The 
commencement fee was then 
raised', but the extra $1.00 was not 
used for the "SPE!cia)'" speaker. The 
students paid more money but 
didn't receive a special speaker. 
After the Commencement 
Exercise of 1978 the current senior 
class and officers· wanted· to get a 
more "special" speaker to address 
them at graduation. But how could 
this be accomplished? Idea! Raise 
the comrnencement fee not only for 
seniors, but also for underclassmen. 
Therefore, automatically· raise an 
extra $4t OOO. So the seniors 
(cont. on page 5) 
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I Letters to the Editor I 
Early Childhood 
Feels Neglected 
insulting to me to know that 
someone can fail to show up for a 
three-hour show with apparently no 
action being taken. Robin Pearl, the 
Station Manager, must be aware of, 
Editor, this situation, but what has she done 
They 'say there is a first time for about it? Aren't the Sunday 
everything, and so, this is my first earlybirds as important as the 
time to write to 'the Comment' and evening party crowd? 
voice my opinion. If WBIM really wants a responsive 
In the issue of November 2, 1978, listening audience, and one that has 
you, the staff, had write-ups on the respect for the station's 
events of the 'Homecoming "professional attitude," why isn't the 
Weekend.' Write-ups such as station on' the air at its scheduleti 
Cabaret Night, "Stormin' Norman time? And doesn't the FCC get 
and Susie" and the crowning of the upset about picky things like. that? 
Homecoming Queen all appeared in -. For the most part, I have been 
the paper, but with either negligence pleased with the fine performance of 
or lack of concern you managed to most of the WBIM DJ's, but until the 
"overlook" any type of recognition remainder of the jocks start showing 
to the "Parade of Floats." Sure-· pride in their work and respect for 
you had two pictures of floats ii1 the their audience, I will have to remain--
paper, but not one of them was the An Ex·WBIM fan. 
first place winner!! 
[ happen to have had a part in the 
happenings of the Early Childhood 
Majors entry. I did not assist in the 
actual building of the float, but I was 
a volunteer character on our float. 
The major--Eariy Childhood--has 
only been in motion for a couple of 
years and every year it somehow 
gets overlooked. This year, Jack 
Jones, a professor for Early 
Childhood majors decided that. the 
theme for this year's homecomit;lg 
was perfect for us. A group of us got 
together with Jack and Dr. Kranyik 
and put our hearts and souls into 
this project and enter.ed it for 
judging. This was the first time Early 
Childhood had ever entered. 
WeH all our hard work and efforts 
paid off. We stole the show by 
coming in first place out of all the 
floats entered. In my opinion, that's 
. a fine place to start for a first-timer. 
The .Early Childhood Department 
has been overlooked for quite some 
time now, but our cooperative 
efforts to let· the student body and 
officials know that we are alive and 
kicking paid off. The float is onJy the 
. .~ginni1)gf?r, 'Il~.Iar;n re~l1y, som; 
'- that the shill of "The Comment" 
did not have the common courtesy 
to take the time to at least publish a 
picture (if that's all we could 
squeeze from you) if you can't be 
bothered 1hith words. 
Wendy Ferreira 





This letter is in regards to the 
article written by Joe Waiker in the 
last issue of the Comment. 
It is unfortunate that some people 
on this' campus are totally 
misinformed and - naive about 
fraternal life. These few people, 
such as Joe, are constantly looking 
for' things to compJainabout and 
fraternities in general are easy 
targets to be ridiculed in College life. 
This explains the immature 
behavior of these envious people. 
F or your information Joe, that was a . 
dosed $afety pin on the end of that 
fishing line. Perhaps your next tests, 
Joe, should be an eye test and an IQ 
test. 
The Brotherhood 9f Alpha Upsllon 
WBIM Lacks 
Responsibility 
Yes, Virginia, some folks do wake 
up before 12:00 noon on Sunday. 
However, I don't think that WBIMis 
3war;e o.Lt,his, as November 12 was 
the second Sunday this semester 
that Chip Barone has mysteriously 
failed to appear for his 9-12 show. 
We all run into illness or 
scheduling difficulties at times, but 
aren't there any friendly· disc 
jockeys at the station' to . take 
someone's place once in a while? Or 
is it okay to wake up in the morning 
to a noiseless radio? 
As a steady listener and 





Ha',img never been a college 
senior before. I am not sure of the 
routine or paperwork to be filed. 
Just recently, I discovered that 
degree applications for May must be 
filed by December 1. The lack of 
communication on this campus is 
phenomenal! A lecture on autism 
was never announced, so that those 
interested might have had, at least, 
the chance to attend. I realize that 
this newspaper is not at fault, as you 
have printed that you cannot k~ep 
track of ail campus happenings. I do 
, think that the professors and other 
informed people should use the 
Comment as a means of 
announcing upcoming lectures and 
events to those interested, 
especially for commuters and 
student teachers. An attempt 
should also be made to inform 
seniors as to deadlines for senior 
'actiVities, paperwork, ex~ctatio&s, 
etc. We cannot be expected to 
conform . to deadlines, without 







To the Editor, 
The first semester is quickly 
winding down, and most students 
are preparing to register' f,?r new 
courses and are looking aHead to' 
the spring semester. The seniors 
however, who represent 1/4 of the 
student body •. are looking forward 
to graduation in May. Mariy things ' 
must be done prior to graduation, 
including the selection of a 
commencement speaker. Every 
year the seniors are asked who they 
would like as a speaker and through 
committee representation they 
respond. Only to be' rebuffe9 b!,l . 
President Rondileau and the Board' 
of Trustees who . render the final 
decision and by a str.ange 
coincidence) they also make the 
final recommendation as to who the 
graduates will listen to. In other 
words, the Committee for selecting 
a Commencement Speaker might 
just as well determine what party(s} 
. they;re going to, because their 
candidate for speaker, unless 
through some freak 'accident· that 
they stumble upon the same person' 
as'President Rondileau, the seniors 
~have about as good. a chance in 
having who they want; as a snowball 
in ----. Well, let's just say it's not too 
good. 
This year's graduation looks to be 
no different as the senior committee 
and its recommendation square off 
. against President Rondileau and his. 
I wonder who will. win. For the 
record, President Rondileau is 
supporting. Kevin Harrington, the 
former Senate President who 
recently resigned amidst much' 
political scandal, but then again the 
MBM affair was last year. The 
seniors, in all their foolishness, 
would like to listen to Art Buchwald. 
You know, that guy who writes for 
the Boston Globe. He is cursed with 
that intolerable trait: success and a 
sense of humor. Let me quickly 
reassure you however, that Mr. 
Buchwald is certainly the dark horse 
in the race to be the Commence-
ment Speaker. Unless Mr. 
Harrington gets lost on the way to 
Bridgewater State College, he will 
undoubtedly be at graduation in 
May to explain to all ,the bright-eyed 
graduates the art of wheeling and 
dealing'out there in the real world. 
-As I c()ndu<ie thi~faaalysisofthe 
present non-input status of the 
senior class, I leave you with some 
real questions to ponder. If after 
four years of college education a 
group of people are not viewed as 
rational and intelligent enough to 
decide who they want to listen to, 
should they even be considered' 
graduates? Who is graduation day 
for? As President Rondileau and the 
30ard of Trustees' look to the 
future, whose considerable time,' 
effort and money made the past four 
years possible? Finally, does 
Presiden t Rondileau and 
Bridgewater State College owe the 
graduates. anything or are they just 
pieces of meat to .. be shipped O\,1t 
each year? 
Gerry Oakman 
Class of '79 
"Somewhat. 
dismayed at the 
editorials ... " 
ItT "THE STUMNT UNION 
1'b GET TM·t; 
.~ __ .......... ~W __ · E" ·~!t!) To 
.. .-JU'-J---- _MOUAT. Jl 
the domestic hunger and poverty 
that Mr. Cote does agree we should 
pay attention to. 
Moreover, etforts to bolster 
Third-World agriculture, such as 
the U.S.-exported Green 
Revolution--efforts which are largely 
necessary because of the land the 
U.S. corporations have taken away-
-have failed because they create a 
dependence of the Third-World 
countries upon expensive and 
sophisticated agricultural methods 
that they have neither the money 
nor the training'to use. (Even in the 
U.S., the wholesale use of chemical 
fertiH,zers t.hat has been 
characterl~tit of . ·Ouf·-'owrrtpost-
wwrr Green Revolution has come 
under serious question.) It is the 
virtue of Oxfam, above all other 
such agricultural aid organizations, 
that it allows the developing 
countries to help themselves, using 
methods appropriate to them that 
'increase their independence from, 
not their dependence, upon. the 
U.S. and other developed nations. 
Professor Michael Allen 
Dept. Of Philosophy and Religious 
. Studies 
Dear Prof. Allen, 
It is definitely MS. St. Andre. 
Answers 
Answers 
Letter to the Editor: 
Answers I have, (in response to 
last week's "Questions Questions"). 
Because it's Rondileau's spot. 
Because some people 'are hotter 
than others. Cheap thrills .. Yes AB 
positive to be sure. Yes, when you 
stop coming. Mrs. Vining's. Dean 
David Deep's. Yes, and it's the best 
"rope" we'veever smoked. No, he 
just crowI1S homecoming queens. 
Alpha House without their togas. 
We don't. CertaInly, they watch 
soaps all day. Maybe better than 
'~tl"or'I'btlt, T'Iotbett-er·than UNH. 
Yes, Ed Gorman says the fish are 
coming in with cleaner scalps. Only 
on their backs. You can never say 
you didn't read this, jerk. It was 
cheaper than Boardwalk. You 
should see their moves and 
motions. Too many U-turns under 
the sheets. See Deliverance. Ask 
Mark Lawton. Xavier Hollander. 
Nous fai.sons. The 1/2 ounce in 
Boyden. Only when talking with my 
advisor. Only when they stop rolling 
in the hay. So they can bite the 
bullet Only in the men's rooms. It's 
better than . leaving your behind in 




Editor-in·Chj~f .............................. Jean .M. St. .Andre 
Managing Editor ...... ": ..................... Joan E. Thibeault 
. News Editor ..............•......... ' ............ Kathy Goudie 
Cultural Arts Editor ....... _ ...................... Karen Tobin 
Sports Editor ....................... ~ ............. Craig Kern 
Advertisin~ Manager ..........•.......... T. Michael Robertson 
, Production Coordinator ......................... Vicki Smialek 
,Photography Editor. . .. . . . • . .. • . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. Joni Dahiene' 
To the Editor: ., Asst. Photography Editor .................... Michael A Eunice 
I was somewhat dismayed by the : Graphic Arts Editor ..... : ..... _ ....... '.' ... ' ...... Greg Dansak 
two editorials on the Oxfam world Business Manager .............................. Gerry LaCroix 
hunger fast in the November 9th Distribution Manager ......................... JamesA.Calnari 
issue. Mr. Cote's piece betrays a Office Manager ..........•................. Susan J~ Laflam.me 
cruel. provincialism,a privelege of Contributing Editor ...................... ~ ... , Robert A. Cote:. 
the well-fed, that refuses to open its 
eyes to the suffering'around us in 'Writing Staff: Susan Asci, Rick Baker, Gil Bliss, Bob Buckley, James 
the name of "me-first." And Ms. (or Calnqn, Mary Carroll, Pat Duddy, Brian Gregg, Howard Hay, Joanne 
is it Mr.?) St. Andre, who has the Herr, Douglas Mildram, Audrey Oliveira, Michele Roy, Doug Schorr. ; 
proper sense of justice and charity, Photo Staff: Michael Gardner, David Higgins, Cindy Hummel, Sherry 
unfortunately fails fa. see the true Smith, Joe Walker. 
cause of the problem. 
That cause is largely the Production Staff: Martha Anderson, Sheila Brennan, Susan Brennan, 
domination of agricuiture'in Third· 'Diane Calderone, Colleen Desmond, Karel) DeWolf, Jack Duncan, 
World countries by the primarily Michael Gardner, Susan Kumin .• Toe McDonald. Kim Cleghorn. 
US-controlled multi-national 
corporation. " These corporations 
t~rn much of the land available for 
basic . food prpductio~ in these 
countries into the land that grows 
non-essential crops in order to 
provide Americans with much of the 
coffee, tea, sugar,~ and tobacco we 
consume and in order to provide the 
corporations them~elves. with· big 
profits. By the way, the same sort of 
redistribJ.ltion of farmland goes on in 
the U.S., as well, anci:contributes to 
"THE COMMENT is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper 
seruins the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is. 
determined by the Editor-in-ChieJ in consultation with the Editorial Board. Re· 
publication of all material printed herein is forbidden without the expressed 
written permission of the Editor·ln-Chief. Letters to the Editor are encouraged 
but are limited to 250 wo'rds . or less. Letters, classified '''advertise' 
ments and 0/1 other written material is subject to condensation. Advertising rates 
are available upon request. All correspondence should' be addressed to THE 
, COMMENT, Bridgewater State Col/ege, Bridgewater MA; ext. 260 or 304. 
. 
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I Announcements I [ Letters to the Editor (con't.) 1 .. ~~~~e~~nt~~~~r::c~1s~~~ . . you imply that those ~opposed to produced~ wrote or starred in any of homosexuality are not "sane, 
the shows. Shouldn't you examine rationalpeopie?'" UBRARY HOURS 
During the Thanksgiving Recess. November 22 . 26, the library will be 
open the following hours: Wednesday, 7:45 am . 4 p.m.; Thursday. 
Closed; Friday, 7:45 am . 4 pm; Saturday, Closed; Sunday, 1 pm to 10 
pm. 
ARTS AND CRAFTS PROJECT 
Do you need an idea for a holiday gift or a group project? Student 
teachers, do you need some fresh ideas for your classes? We have the 
answer if you do. The Faculty Wives Club will sell instructions for.' 
hundreds of arts and crafts projects from their 1977 and 1978 shows on 
Friday, November 17, 1978. The table will be set up in the Student Union 
across from the Book Store from 10 am to 2 pm on both days. The 1977 
packet of instructions will be offered for $3.00 and the 1978 packet for 
$5.00. Both packets combined can be purchased for $7.50. Some of the 
items from the show will also be displayed. 
OASIS 
OASIS (Older than Average Students Improving Selves) meeting, every 
Tuesday at 11 am in SU .1. All are welcome 
WEEKEND IN NY CITY 
The International Students Association is sponsoring a trip to New York 
City. The bus will be leaving from SSC at 5 am in front of the Student 
Union, on Dec. 1 We are expected to be back by Sunday eveing, Dec. 3. 
Those who are interested in going, please contact Hanne Nessralla at 
293·9250; Halifax, or Irma Guitierrez at 697-4732; or sign up at the 
Student Information Booth. The deadline is Nov. 20, 1978, so hotel 
reservations can be made. Room, $1O.50/day. Deposit of $5.00 is 
required. Pay at the SU Info. Booth. The transportation is free. 
-·······BARjjERsHOP~QUAiiTET·HARMONY······················· ............. . 
The Greater Boston Chapter. S.P.E.B.S.Q.S.A., Inc., presents their 
Annual Concert of Barbershop Quartet Harmony on Saturday~ening, 
November 18, 1978 at 8 pm at John Hancock Hall, Corher of Berkeley 
and Stuart Streets, Boston, MA. The night will feature "Patch Chords"; 
"Vocal Point"; "Sunburst Express"; "The Greater Boston Chapter". 
Ticket prices at $5.00, $4.00, and $3.00, Tickets may be obtained at John 
Hancock Hall Box Office. 





I am writing in response to the 
article entitled, -rhe Delusion 
Conspiracy", and would like to 
address myself to its author, Mr. 
Robert Buckley. 
Mr. Buckley, 
I am truly amazed at the caliber of 
writing emanating from con· 
temporary journalists. Bob 
Woodward, Car! Bernstein, Jack 
Anderson, Drew Pearson and 
others enjoyed the distinction of 
topnotch journalists. I a.m equally 
amazed at your journalistic prowess 
'which I am quite sure has caused the 
late Mr. Pearson to roll over in his 
grave. (He;s dead you know.) 
In relation to your comments 
concerning Mr. Fred Silverman, I 
find it necessary to set you straight 
on a few basic errors. 1.) You 
referred to Mr. Silverman as a 
"unit"'. I beg to differ, since Mr. 
Silverman is obviously more than a 
singje unit. He is a multi-talented, 
multi· dimensional person who also 
happens to be a human being. 
"'Unit" is a nebulous, undescriptive 
and totally irrelevant reference to 
him. 2.) You hold Mr. Silverman 
Hdirectly responsible N for 
. programming phenomenon which 
.have catapulted ABC to the position 
of top network. You seem to have 
over,-Iooked the point· that Mr. 
Silverman neither directe~ 
the faults inherent in Mr~ Marshall You seem to have a surprising 
(Happy Days and Laverne and ability for accusing someone of 
Shirley) or Mr. Spelling and Mr. determining your morality while at 
Goldberg (Starsky and Hutch] The the same. time pushing your moral 
Love Boat)? In other words, you can point of view on your readers (poor 
only program the material which souls). Who are you to determine 
you are given to work with. By the what is mindless trash? Have you 
way, Laverne and Shirley (Number now decided to set a standard for 
1 show) has not jumped networks to "taste, decorum, and meaning'" 
CBS. I found your statement 1 don't which we all may now follow? Are 
need any orange juice squeezer you 'next. going to tell us what 
determining my morality", not only a "quality'" television is? (Ellery Queen 
faulty attack on Mrs. Bryant, but didn't last long enough to have 
also a direct contradiction of your significant effect on the public and 
entire article. You have referred to never addressed the social issues 
Mrs. Bryant as a "unit'"; I here refer which All in the Family so tactfully 
you to the comments on Mr. dealt with.) You seem to have your 
Silverman for correction. Your finger on the "public pulse"'. If 
comments on her campaign against they're dying, you'd better inform 
homosexuality and Hsinging them so that they might, find a 
religious songsN were totally comfortable place to lie down. 
unrelated to the issue of T.V. Finally Iwould like to comment on 
programming. (I assume that this is your extremely warped vocabulary. 
what you were addressing.) In fact, One cannot have the mental 
your homosexual strain ran through disorder of paranoia and at the same 
the entire article to the degree that it time be mindless. "We continue" 
became the issue. I noted. your and Bakay'" are not comolete 
relation of homosexual opposition sentences. 
to Nazi book burning. Try again. ·In closing, I would offer a few 
Nazism involved the physically suggestions for improvement. 
. persecution of a defenseless people. Successfully completing courses in 
Homosexuals are not physically Eng lis h Com pas it ion and 
persecuted and are far from Journalism might be a helpful first 
defenseless. Mrs. Bryant is not an step. Get your facts straight before 
orange juice squeezer, but rather a you publish them. Know what you 
representative for the Florida Citrus are talking about and stick to the 
Commission l a state·run subject. Your poetic license expired. 
organization. The "pushy lady" did a long time ago! 
not in fact state that homosexuals 
are evil. but campaigned for 
legislation to orohibit their possihle 
Respectfully, 
W. Curtin 
Class of '79 SGA Senator needed for Class of '79. Nomination papers are now 
available in the SGA office. Papers are due on November 29. If 
necessary, a primary wili.be held on December 1. Fin~ election will be on 
December 6. The Fast: Open F OrUll'I: 
········FLAMMABu·cHilisTMAsiiicoRATloNs"FoRBiiiDEN Yes, Help America .Election ·78 
. Students are reminded not to bring flammable Christmas decorations Firs( 
to dormitories or apartments. These are strictly forbidden in campus A .. ·n·· aly zed 
dwellings. Dear Editor: 
....................................... "( ....... ; ............... -.... -.... : ............... ~............................... In the last issue of The Comment 
ROCK & ROLL AT THE RAT . .. appeared two editorials which by Susan M. French 
OnM~d~~o~mb~~,~§~~~urn~~~~a~~?~~rt~~~~!!;~~,~~~:~Hc~'o~s~n~~s~.~ .. ~ .. :g.!.~.~a!.!.~.~.e.,~.~ ..•. ~.,~.r .. ~.,.~ .. e., .. ~ .•. ·.·.~ •.•.~ ... ,sl ... e.~.~.:.~.f.i.?n •. r.F.~._.ae,t.~.,o . .. na.' .. ·t ... e~ .. ;.o., •  ~ .. t.'.~·ee ...• ,~, •.•.•... present a special night of ROCK ~n Roll musIc in the· Rat fr()m7·11.p;~t: .. '" , .. ·c'View· ·on~'·the···.F~st··.···f6r;'~~;· World n c::; .. U 'JI.,nQI. a·~l ....... ft.;T u!"uu 11~~:u.t=IUQQ,l;Il U.,<.I J ~11 OJ. ~."n 
.......................................................................................................................... Harvest Day. After carefully reading races· of primary interest to. most of the 60% who voted were the 
COFFEE HOUSE both editorials and after analyzing senatorial and gubernatorial campaigns. Both seats were won by 
On. Thursdav evenin!=!. November 16, the Carpenter's Shop will present my own moral beliefs I feel I would Democrats. However, major differences separate the two men. Edward 
guitarist Bruce Vetrano. at 8 p.m. in the FOJ_mal Dining_Room. All ar~ have to agree with Mr. Cote's pqint King, governor· elect, is a man with conservative leanings. United State~ 
welcome!"· of view. senator-elect Paul Tsongas expresses liberal viewpoints on the issues . 
............................................ ~............................................................................. I do not consider myself immoral, Yetboth are members of the same party, supposedly representing the 
DEADUNE TO wrrHDRA W FROM CLASSES in fact I feel 1 have a very high same platform and ideology .. · Are these components mere memories 
The last day to withdraw from a class is November 28th. After that, standard of morals. I feel to give which no longer exist? Perhaps. Republicans are guilty of the same 
you're stuck with the grade! aid to such countries as Africa. Asia, identification problem as well. As many have sugge~ted I. the two major 
parties may eventually evolve in to the form of liberal· conservative 
·· .. · .. ·BUii.DiNG·Si:j"PEiiVis·ORS .. NiEDED .... ······ .. ::~···-·· .. ···_ .. -......... _. and Latin America is is good idea organizations. . 
Several positions are available for students to serve as Building and I feel we· should help our In the remainder of the statewide contests, Democrats 
Supervisors in Kelly Gymnasium one or more evenings, 7:30-11 p.m. underpriveleged. brothers . and 'overwhelmingly prevailed, winning by 60% of the vote OJ.' more. In the 
d/ S d . d/ S d 1 4 30 R 'b'l't' f th sisters of the world, but what about lemslative races, Republicans managed fo gain one seat whiCh marked an or atur ays an or un ays -: p.m. esponsl 11 leso e, - the· less fortunate .. at' home in the 0:>' 
Building Supervisors are the supervision of the facilities in order to United States or ~ better yet, right~~~~~~~~~e in many yearsthatthey haven't lost ground. But the pattern 
, ensure that scheduled programs are properly conducted. Qualifications: here. in the Bridgewater area alone? 
C' t· t . d d dable l·ndl·v· I'duals Salary' $10 per scheduled In the commonwealth it appears that candidates seeking victory ompe en an epen .. After all, doesn't charity'bernn at 
evening or day. Effective: Monday, November 27 -March 9th, exclusive of home?, 0:>' generally represent a conservative attitude toward the issues and run 
. t' . C t t M' Cd· K dall Intramural/Recreation with the Democrats. Nationally the trend is one of conservatism. The vaca Ions. onac: ISS an ace en , . I'm not condemning those who 
C d·· t R 1't\n K It G . E t 280 be£ore Monday g. e.neral public is tiring quickly of government spending and rising taxes. oor lOa or, oom .V:iI, e y ymnaslum, x. l' 'are going to fast, what they are 
b 20 1· 8 . Security is something all AmeriCans seem to be seeking. Novem er , 97. doing is a very commendable ·act. Yet security cannot be achieved in this state, at least with one party 
···· .... IM·····/~·R···E .. ·C· .. ·AN.·······N···O-··-UN· .. ···C····E;;;;;:m .. ····· .. ·· .. · .... ·· .. · .... · .. ················ .. · .... ········ .. · I'm not condemning Oxfam dominance,· as .exemplified by totalitarian socie. ties where one party 
. . £:,j1'.I£.,. America either, their idea is an C 
B · Ph'l d 1 h'·· FI' S t d D b 2 1978 C t icontrols. ompetitive partie.s provide the kind o( governance, stability rums VS. I a e p la. lers ana ur ay, . ecem er, . os: excellent one, but I feel they should 
$6 00 . ) d t rt t' ddt' k t t' L K II and guidelines th. at the electorate is so desparately iri need of. This is not . . mc u es ranspo a Ion an reserve .. IC e sea mg. . eave e y stop and look at .. t.·hn hundreds of ' 
G S N b 28 d 29 10 2 . '" possible under totalitarianism. Competition provides the freedom of ym at 1.1:45 am. ign-ups on ovem, er an ; a.m.' p.m. thousa' nds of Amerl'cans who go to . 
. f ·bo k choice. Massachusetts mllst catch up with the rest of the nation's 
across rom 0 store. bed hungry each nl·g·ht and wake up growingly conservative perspe~tive· or surrender to econo,rnk and 
-· .. ·:··HEAi.iH~:PHYs:··iD:;:AND·RECREATjOj\iMAJORS····· .. ···· . 
Membership rrteetingon Tuesday, November 21 from 1-1-12 in the Rat. 
Carol Robert and Mike Brennan will present a slide presentation of 
Overseas Student Teaching. Refreshments will be served. 
, ....... NEED.:A. .. JOJi? ................................................ c .................... ~ .......... ·._· 
Need a job? Do you have 3 hottrs free to work? The Student Union is 
looking for people to move some boxes and equipment for about 2 t03 
weeks; 2 or 3 days each week. You n~ed to have available a block of 2 to 3 
hours free to work either in the morning or afternoon or evening. If you 
are interested, contact Ken Sloan in the S.U.Director's Office. 
NEED ANOTHER JOB? 
The Student Union is looking for any student who has experience in 
working with woodshop machines: saw, sander, wood lathe, to work in 
the Hobby Shop as wood shop instructor. If you are interested, contact 
Dr. Robert Sharples in the S.U. Director's Office. j 
A ITENTlON SENIORS 
Degree applications for those planning to graduate in May 1979 are now 
available at thp. Rpoistrar's Office. You must return it to the office by 
December 1st. It's still not too late to order your 1979 yearbook. Make a 
$3.00 check payable to "Class of 1979 Yearbook" and drop it offat the 
info booth· with your name, address, and social security number. 
COUNTDOWN PARTY ... on Monday, November 20th at People's 
Disco, Route 18, Bridgewater. Tickets on sale today and Friday in front 
. of bookstore. Tickets are $1.00. 
-.. ····DORMS .. CLOSING:··· .. ····· .. ····,.· .. ··· .. · .... · .. ········· ... : ............................ . 
All dormitories on campus will close on Tuesday, November 21 at 7 
p.m. and will reopen at 1 p.m. on Sunday, November 26. 
,each morning with nothing to eat. political chaos. Party competition must increase to achieve true freedom 
'When we can feed the multitude of and voters must attempt to balance the parties 6n a scale for the most 
hungry at home then we should go efficient government. The very nature of the word competition, implies 
out to aid the rest of the world. . that those who wish their"product" to be elected must guarantee the 
Sincerely yours, "consumer" the freedom of choice. 
. ... Jim Calnan 
'www~WWWWWWWWWWW~WWWWW~W~WW~W~~W~WW~~ 
Christmas Issue. 1978 
The Comment's second annual Christmas Issue will be 
published on Decemher7,' the last issue' for this semester. 
Again, we invite· ALL members of the college community to 
contribute al)y.Christmas-related material to us for this special 
issue. You can submit anything: Poetry,stories, or pictures, 
·related to Christmas, and we'll be'gladto publish it in our 1978 . 
Christmas Issue. 
The deadline for submissions is Monday, December'4 at 12 
noon. Help make this issue even bigger and better than last 
year's! (Material is subject to editing and condensation.) Get 
that material in NOW! . 
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Internships: Experience and Credit 
by Sue Asci "It gives them a chance to size up 
Does working at a radio station, a certain kind of work experience 
or in the office of a senator, or and to test their skills," Clifford said. 
maybe doing research to solve an "By working on the inside, the 
environmental problem sound student expands his knowledge, 
faScinating? Bridgewater State understanding, and inSight. It's 
CoUege offers internships which complementary to the textbook 
allow students to receive college knowledge the student acquires. 
credit while working outside of Generally, it's very popular." 
school in places related to their The Biology Department has 
major area of interest such as those offered internships for about one 
described' above. year. One intern is getting practical 
Internships are offered in the experience working in the dentistry 
departments of Political Science, department of the Brockton V.A. 
Biology, Earth Science and Geogra· Hospital. Another student worked 
phy, English, and Communication in a research lab in F' and F 
Arts & Sciences. There is a similar Biological Reasearch, Inc. 
program in Social Work, but it is Dr. Howe, Biology Department 
mandatory. Chairperson, must approve these 
The Political Science Department assignments. A faculty member 
has placed 3540 students in 15-20 visits on location and the student 
different internships. The program receives a grade for the internship. 
is going into its 6th semester. "There are many benefits. The 
Students have worked in student has an opportunity to see 
Congressional District offices. On new, modern techniques. It helps 
the state level, students have the student decide if that's what he 
worked with Senator Bob really wants to do. This practical 
McCarthy and area Rep. Peter experience working in the field is an 
Flynn. Students have also worked in asset in learning and stimulates 
various town governments instate. motivation," Dr. Howe commented. 
The first summer internships "For many students, work 
took place this past summer. There experience brings a greater sense of 
were two placements; one in responsibility: .It gives the students 
Taunton and one in Brockton in the contacts which are -useful in later 
District Attorney's office for occupational placement." 
Plymouth County. The latter was The overall college limit is 15 
the first paid internship. credits. The Biology Department 
will not give more than. 6 credits 
Internships have also worked in towards the major from internship 
organizations outside of· credits. The student may take the 
government such as working closely maximum 15 but the rest of the 15 
with those who lobby for the League has to be credited- towards the 
of Women Voters of Massachusetts electives. 
and the Civil Liberties Union. "We don't want them to lose 
Common Cause 15 another academic training," Dr. Howe said. 
example. There have been no 
piacements in International Affairs Generally the Earth Science and 
as of yet. Students may work on Geography interns are majors in 
focal traffic projects, or do research. these· areas. Other majors may 
They have also worked on various become involved if they have had 
lo,~a1."p~oj~~tsdeaHng .with enough of thesecoursesto do the 
recreation or conservation. One ':'job.The program haS-been irieffect 
intern in Taunton is working for the since 1970-1971. 
Conservation Commission dealing Many interns have been placed in 
with a park in atown set aside for city and regional plannings. Here 
conservation. This project is to they, may work on community 
explore how to set up a science development, neighborhood 
center for visiting school· children., analysis, or on the updating of land 
use maps for housing programs in 
Students must work 45 hours for different cities-. On the regional 
each credit received. The junior or level, students have worked on 
senior political science majors may, transportation systems (highway, 
make up their assignment~or enter railroad), water quality, solar 
one developed by Dr. Guy Clifford energy, energy-saving programs 
of the Poli·Sci Dept. Dr.' Clifford and environmental issues: Recently, 
approves the program and deCipes 'students . have worked on a 
who will go. He goes on 10catioI)i\nd ,ttgJ)spoXtqtiQr),study for Cape Cod 
talks with supervisors';" the elderly. They have worked quite a 
employers write evaluations and the bit on housing in the Brockton area. 
studerits,'~howillbegraded.submit Other interns ·have worked in 
logs to Dr. Clifford summarizing private enterprises such as the 
what they did while on the job. Foxboro Company, Polaroid, 
There have been a number of Plymouth Home National· Bank 
people who have gotten jobs after (doing marketing analysis), Stop 
graduation partially because of the and Shop (doing analysis of new' 
extra experience gained from the store locati6ns)~ and Tom Flattley 
intern$hip program. Real Estate Corporation (doing real 
-PSC!1cJes 
\'Z-WOAlt AS/< How :tou GoT A blUE INSPEcTION 
•....~
~ b vi wAo clidyo,,; I3l(if3E" 79 GE'r 
7H£ l~LU£ J P/lR./(IN~ sr/c,KG'1( It 
f J I I I 
J I • :..L...L.... 
:=.-; 1:C·~ 
- -~-----.------~~~h&~ 
estate analysis}. Most students sign 
up on a 20 hour per week basis for a 
full semester. -
"Working with professionals is 
very important," said Dr. Robert 
Dillman, Chairperson of the 
Earth Science and Geography 
department. "The student - can 
receive good recommendations and 
experience." 
English is another department 
which offers internships. Preference 
is given to English majors, but 
arrangemenfs can be made with 
majors in other. departments. 
Dr. Harold Ridlon, Chairperson 
of the English department, 
supervises and receives evaluations 
from the employers. "Students 
writ~ extensive reports with 
illustrative material on what they've 
been doing," Prof. Ridlon said. 
The program has been active for 
four years. Normally the student 
does not sign up for mor~ than 270 
hours or 6 credits. Interns have 
worked at W.B.Z. T.V. and W.B.Z. 
radio where they have done actual 
writing and editing of news for the 
air. "They have done significant 
work," Ridlon said. "They get a real 
education. They really learn on the 
job how the company works." 
Students have also worked in the 
Cabot Advertising Company in 
Boston which is one of the largest in 
Boston. Factory Mutual of 
Norwood, one of the largest fire 
prevention companies in the world, 
is another work setting for interns 
who may do technical writing. The 
interns' work has varied widely at 
the Center for International 
Education. "The three main thrusts 
are for the student to do technical 
writing, editing, and personnel 
work," Ridlon said. 
Students have done public 
relations work and newspaper 
writing at the Greater Taunton 
{PHOTO BY JOE WALKER) 
United Way. Other companies 
that have sponsored interns are the 
Polaroid Company and the Tom 
Flattley Real Estate Corporation. 
One intern worked at a law firm in 
Brockton. She was allowed to go 
into court and see cases tried. She 
visited other law firms and worked 
on writing up court cases. There is 
an opportunity for interns to work at 
the Rand McNally Publishing 
Company in Taunton. This job 
concentrates on graphics 
(photography and illustrations). 
"It's a great experience to pull 
together what the student has been 
learning in college. Students learn 
about dealing with people. English 
offers a. broad spectrum of jobs," 
Ridlon noted. 
The Social Work program differs 
from internships. It is a requirement 
for all Social Work majors and it 
requires a minimum of 300 hours of 
time in the field. Faculty-members 
visit on locati~n on£~ per,se1!lester. 
Forty different agencies are utilized. 
Presently, 44 seniors are involved. 
"The students then have had 
practical experience in the field 
when they go out looking for ajob," 
said Dr. Donelan. Chairperson of 
the Social Work Department. 
The program is only open to 
seniors. The students may work in 
various social service agencies, 
mental health clinics, the Cardinal 
Cushing Hospital, or the V.A 
Hospital in Brockton, the Brockton 
School Department, the Colonial 
Nursing Home, or the Massachu-
setts Correctional Institute. The 
program began in 1972. 
"The students work directly with 
the clients. They get involved in 
various social work activities," 
'Donelan said. "They receive 
coordinated supervised profession-
al experience. It gives them a 
chance to tryout the field." 
Dr. Guy Clifford 
.lntemshipsalJow the student to 
develop his own work program or 
see his department for placement in 
one of their programs for approval. 
It's an opportunity to enhance 
college education by getting work 
'experience in their related field and 
earning credits. 
MAGIC 
A TERRtFYlNG LOVE STORY 
JOSEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS 
MAGIC 
'ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET 
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O; ERICKSON 
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH 
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN, 
BASED UPON HrS NOVEL 
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E.LEVINE _ 
AND RICHARD P. LEVINE 
DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH 
PRINTS BY DE LUXE' TECHNICOlOR' c.-.'-'-... ::!!!'' .• ,....= ... ~.,.!~ .  , -- r::.;;;;:-., 
,.. . R,"'l;';;:o.~~,o::;::-! L_J~ 
\hi'''' ..... -,.~,.. 
NOW PLAYING AT A THEATER NEAR YOU 
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS 
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New cou~ses being offered: 
Biology of the Belly Button and more 
by Howard Hay 
Mass hysteria, suicidal 
tendencies, total confusion and 
neurotic syndromes--yes, it's 
registration time again. 
After an easy (?) half a semester of 
term papers, mid-terms, and 
thrilling lectures, the best time of 
your college career has made its 
semi-annual arrival. 
Registration can be a trying time 
for the unprepared and uninformed 
underclassmen, or is that under-
c1assperson, well, no matter, what 
ever you are it's still a period of 
crisis. Finally something has been 
done about it. The new assistant 
registrar I don't know has come UP 
with tIps to get through the red tape 
of the registration process and some 
new courses that will give students 
incentive to register: 
Some of the new courses are: 
Basic Survival 100 - meets daily in 
the Tilly Dining Hall and the 
Commuter Cafeteria. Prerequisites: 
Meal ticket and iron clad stomach. 
Drowning 101: meets in the pool 
once and only once during the 
semester. Students that pass the 
course will be buried at sea. 
Prereq: Panic 204 and Sinking 107. 
Snooze 403: You may elect this at 
least once a week. Prereq: Too 
many late nights partying. 
Math for the Numerically 
Retarded: Apples, oranges. and 
bananas are used instead of 
numbers. Notice: Nobody that has a 
tendency to get kinky will be allowed 
in the course without permission of 
instructor. 
?regndnce AvoidanL~: The latest 
techniqueS· in abstenence will be 
discussed. Prereq: One semester of 
Chastity belt instruction and plans 
to enter the convent following 
graduation. 
Childbirth 104: for those who 
failed pregnancy avoidance 100. 
Prereq: You must be pregnant. 
Biology of the Belly Button; From 
lint to lust, course uncovers 
everyt~ing and anything of common 
myth about belly buttons. 
Indented and protruding ones are 
exposed. Prereq: belly button fetish 
306. 
Imbibing 400: A sure way to get 
through schopl. You may not get 
good grades but who cares anyway. 
Meets in the Rat c.nytime you want 
but especially before big exams. 
Lethargy 309: Basics in apathy. 
sleeping and sitting around doing 
nothing stressed. Prereq: Must have 
the mentality of a BSC student. 
In addition to the courses listed 
above, the Assistant Dean has come 
up with some helpful hints that will 
get you over the hump and into the 
'pits: 0 o. " 
1.) Pick your second choice first 
and your first choices last, that way 
you'll have a better chance of getting 
the courses you want. 
2.) Pre~end you are disabled, this 
way you avoid all the lines, Pretend 
it's a temporary condition that 
occurs only twice a year, like 
constipation. 
3.) Don't go to registration - you 
won't get the courses you want 
anyway, so why bother going? 
4.) Have your clone go instead, if 
you don't have one, the biology 
department will make one up for 
you in no time. 
S.} Send a plain envelope filled 
with bills in small denominations to 
the Assistant Registrar. Everything 
will be taken care of. 
6.) Wear a mask of President 
Rondileau (who?), to registration. 
This will either get you to the front of 
the line or mugged by the angry 
students. 
7.) Take a bus to Boise and 
become a hermit. Nobody, hears 
from people that go to Idaho. 
Besides, who would want to? 
Well, what you do with this 
information is up to you. If you have 
any questions concerning the new 
courses or helpful hints, write to: 
I. M. Innocent 
100 Street Road 
Boise, Idaho 47682 
Student Discount for 
"World Celebration" H 
The International Institute of The theme of the 1978 Whole World 
Boston is offering students a special Celebration is 'Many People -- One 
discount admission price for its 1978 Nation' to reflect this concept." 
Whole World Celebration, New 
England's largest festival of ethnic 
music, dance, art, crafts, food and An Increa'se I·S 
fun. The Whole World Celebration 
Art Careers/Portfolio Day 
on November 18 
is open to the public from Friday, No Guarantee The Museum of Fine Arts will opportunity to discuss career plans 
Dec. 8, through Sunday, Dec. 10, at sponsor a special one-day event and show their art portfolios to 
of the Museum of Fine Arts. "'One 
would have to travel the entire 
country to meet all the art school 
representatives who will be present 
in Boston on November 18th. H 
Boston's Hynes Auditorium. called New England Art/Careers representatives of the schools, all of 
Upon presentation of a college (Cont. from page 1) Portfolio Day' on Saturday, which are accredited by the 
10, students will be admitted to the approached the SGA to schedule a November 18. More than 1,200 National Association of Schools of 
Whole World Celebration at the-referendum for students to decide students, parents, and guidance Art. 
reduced price of $2.00. Further on ANOTHER commencement fee counselors are expected to attend Professional artists will create 
savings will occur if the student increase. This was less than two this event for people interested in environmental art and there will be 
Some of the participating schools 
include: The Minneapolis College of 
Art and Design, The Parsons 
School o,f Design (N.Y.), The 
Louisviltp School of Art, The 
California College of Arts and 
Crafts, and The School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago, 
purchases his or' her ticket weeks ago. One article appeared in learning more about careers and six panel discussions' offering a 
in advance, for $1.50, at the the Comment which was not overly training in the visual arts, ;broad view of career possibilities in 
International Institute, 287 explanatory and was the only Representatives of over 30 the visual arts. Shuttle buses will 
Commonwealth Ave" Boston. information available to make a leading art schools from provide free transportation between 
Mail orders will be accepted until judgement. It was brought to the throughout the "United States will, the Museum, the Museum School, 
Friday Dec. I, when accompanied attention of Senior Class President visit the fiecond annual Art and the Massachusetts College of 
by a check. Regular admission to Mike Palma that if such an increase Careers/Portfolio Day to be held in Art where the various activities will For additional information about 
the event is $3.50. was approved it did not necessarily New England. The host schools for be taking place_ . the event contact the high schoolln 
The Whole World Celebration is mea~ that this increase~ woylc;l g? ,:ct~,.',: ... e~,e.:,~ .• ~ .. :.~, . "a:r .. , ~,.'.'}"~~, ~,,~,.,' ."~.:'.'.',~~. ~,~ht~o" ~~t' '~eso"", a" v';'a:'TiJ'a'~.11re''":f'oi; 'te~ar9. "n?,ea:,tE'Jlu' "tCl.~~~. 'Itn.l,1g~iI5n~' YQl,1r"F9m~u~i~~ ()r: ~all;:";,G~ne open tothepubliconFriday;Dec/8;i,"':''";tQwatdS'a'''S'~ci~",~$pea:k'er;", 'tfie' ~1~t:I~t:=,,,d,~I1,1W ~UI,.IU'1 n .V I' VV U~. • Ward atth~ ScnoqlottheMiiseum 
from 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.; Saturday, Trustees could act in a" similar Museum of Fine Arts. From lOam the visual arts than at this unique 'of Fine Arts, (617) 267-9300, ext. 
Dec. 9, from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m,; and manner as they did two years ago t04 'pm "vis~torswill have the day," said Dr. Jan Fontein, Director 497. ~ 
Sunday, Dec. 10, from noon to 8 and remove this stipulation. P·P~rticipants in the Whole World C~~:n~::;nt ;:::nr.:m~~: :~;a~::::'N:iS:uc::d::~: ~;:~ ~ Wh:t'? The"hris:as Is;~e 197~ -""""=" 
Celebration represent more than 50 expressed surprise at the SGA increase was soul}dly defeated in a When? December 7., 1978 
of the ethnic groups making up when Mike Palma, also a member of democratic referendum. Now, it ~? ~YOU can contribute! 
American society. the Commencement fee Commit-.seems as though the immmediately 
Live entertainment at the tee announced that this $4.000 concerned parties are going to stage, OW? By submitting yo~r material by December 4!! 
Celebration will be provided by such would go towards a "special'" a "t~rs Vote Againlr campaign. W"'==:""U"IC:=:;)t":~W:=:X~=:::Xl'"IC=~"lj:lkC:::::==""""==::J-lCtc==:!J 
groups as the Silver Stars Steel speaker. Dean Deep was under the Shall· we now, negate the voting 
Orchestra, Israeli folk dancers impression that the fee increase was results?·The·referencium was a free 
Keren Shemesh,. the Art of Black intended to maintain the rising cost 'choice and itcould!1ave.passed'as 
Dance and Music, flamenco dancer of commencement. He also well as been defeated; It was 
Ramon de los Reyes, the Krakowiak confirmed. the Senate Chairman's defeated. 
Polish Dancers, and groups of Irish point of information conceming.the I would love to see a "special" 
stepdancers, Native American student's lack of control as.to what speaker at graduation; but raising 
singers and dancers,· ancLScottish the- Trustees would do with the commencement surely doeS not 
bagpipera ana dancers~ the extra money_ The students mean that this will happen. 
At the food bazaar, visitors may , cannot make a binding decision 
sample the traditional foods of many about the Trustees. The Chair 
lands, including German noted that in light .of this 
gingerbreadmen and apple fritters, information, he would actively 
French croissants, Belgian waffles, campaign against the increase. 
Israeli felafel, Armenian lahmejuine, Such a campaign \Vas launched only . 
Finnishappie cake, Cuban paella. AFTER it was brought to, his 
,En~:ili~l'l:fish and chips,Chinese egg attention that "pro~increase' 
rolls ,and spareri\:>s,Noiwegian fruit literature was distributed at Tilly. $0 
soup"Ji~rigat:ianpancakes filled 
VJithjeUY;'ltis1js~tiw, Turkish stuffed 
, egg~~ant'{:~ndfi.~nish piirakkas. 
Through(;lUt the ,Whole World 
Celebration, craftspeople and, 
artisans 'will demonstrate the 
techniques of their work, and give 
free informal lessons. Visitors have 
the opportunity to learn the arts of 
Polish paper-cutting (Wycinanki), 
Japanese paper-folding (Origami), 
decorating Ukrainian Easter eggs 
(Pysanky), .how to mpke and throw 
Australian boomerangs,· Scottish 
spinning and weaving, pottery 
production, scrimshaw design, and 
calligraPhy and gold-leafing. 
The International Institute of. 
Boston, sponsor of the Whole 
World .Celebration; is a nonprofit 
United Way Agency dedicated to 
making th~ adjustment to American 
life easier for recent immigrants and "D 20·0 
Bookstore Hours: ' 
Mon. & Tues. 8-7:30 pm 
Weds. & Thurs. 8-5 pm 
Friday _~.~~ ....... 8 .. 4:30 pml ' 
refugees. Institute Executive 
Director Gaspar Jako said, "The Introduction to Canadian Studies 
diversity in the American popul'ation CAN-A--D-~A-. COU-N'--'TR-- Y IN" CRISIS 
makes our society lively. Our roots. " " 
:.~~~i~~i'a~n~~~~:~~:,~~~~~~~~ S~PB"I N,G.: 1-1979 
'i'"i:ogether torged0l1e'·str(mg·riation.~'· L-~ _________ O_'. __ ---. _____ ..,...-______ ..-..I 
St<1 
MT WAshiNGTON VAllEY, 
SIX DAY TRIP 'DECEMBER 31 - JANUARY 5 
FOR THE LOW COST OP'$" '30.(:0 ** 
TT~TASJJ .BLACK CRANMORE ',TYROl- WILDCAT 
Ski. af.1'.. week. on the one moun.ttU..n 
* 
* 
you. like be.6t," oJr.. -6ki. a.ny ('~ombina;t.Lon 
6o/t 6-Lve da.y.6 - .the pJr.ic..e. JA ;the .6ame 
i;t I -6 YOWL c.hoic.e ••• ~ .o. ••• ~ •. ~ ........... . 
P Jr1..c.e .<..nc.lu.d eo •••••• 
Lpdging 
U-6:t lic.kw 
BtLeakOCL6t and .6UPPVr.. 
'* T a.x., and. -6 eJlv,[c..e.o (no adcLWo nal c.haJtg eA ) 
, CompR.J.JneYlXM..tj bevc. 
* Va.nul1g :to Uve ba.nd.6 , 
Sw.deJ1~ Ski. Mf>ocia.tion. c.aJr.d -, err:ti;t:li.ng 
.the, hl)l..dVl to ~ plUc.e .6 fU.ing a-t;. OVeIl 
100 -6/U, aJte.a.6 in .th~ c.owLtJr..y • •••• 
CONTACT THESE PEOPLE: 
Peter Fanning ... II , ..... '•• Scott Hall 
Ann Hacke.nson •..... Pope Hall 
'Peggy Hoar ••.•..• Woodward Hall, 
Danny Patenaude~ .... Great Hill 
Paul Me Dermott 
Great Hill Apartmerits ~, 
a,pd fat, .You co\mmuters .... Sue .Snow and 
. Chris Kalis: 
$ aOCQ depo6a mLL6.t be made os ,,<?~ •• , ... ~ ~c,!.o~\ hle 
,[n. ,o!T.deJJ.: /:.o,qu.a.Lf..6JJ 60lt £-ow ptli..c.u 
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Wagers, BSC's Youngest and Only 
Student Union Cook 
The following article is the second 
of many prospective articles about 
the good people here at BSC. There 
aTe many people who are just 
taken for granted. but are actually 
very special and benefojaJ to all of 
us. If you know c! any such peq:;Je, 
and feel an article would be 
~ an::1 entertaining, contact 
me, Kim C/eg1om, thrrugh . the 
Comment . or Stucknt Gouemment 
Qffice. 
by Kim Cleghorn 
'Since I work in the Sub Shop 
every evening I never get to see 
what really goes on each ,day in the 
back kitchen of the Commuter 
Cafeteria. Usually when I punch in 
at 4:00 everyone who works there is 
punching out for the day. But this 
Tuesday I asked my boss" Danny 
Breen, if I could put in a few extra 
hours during the afternoon (and I'm 
glad I did). 
Not many commuters could 
imagine just how much work goes 
into preparing and serving their 
lunches daily. 111 even bet they'd be 
surprised at how many people it 
takes to serve all that food. 'Four 
cooks, maybe someone would 
guess. The answer os ONE. His 
name is Roland Wagers, and he is 
probably younger than most of the 
people who eat his food. As a matter 
of fact, on Nov. 10th he celebrated 
his 20th birthday! . 
Roland cooks evervthing except 
the pies, breads, and Hostess 
cakes. All those pizzas, meatballs, 
cnlcken croquettes, and stuffed 
shells! 
And if that's not enough. he cooks 
all of the Formal Dining Room's 
food as well' as the meals for all the 
special functions here at SSC. 
Roland first started working with 
a food service when he was a senior 
in'high schoot lust two years· ago. 
While he was attending Bridgewater 
-Raynham High he worked for a 
year as a pot washer at Tilly with the 
Food Service that was here before 
Custom Foods' Inc, was hired. He 
then cooked at Tilly for two months 
f and CustomFoodsofferedhimajob 
in New London Hospital in New 
Hampshire. He worked there untir 
his contract expired (7 months) with 
three other cooks. This summer he 
was asked to cook at Boston 
State College. after which he 
requested to be moved to BSe. 
Roland started as the Head Cook 
in the Commuter Caf in September. 
1t was a big change, going from a 
small group of 175 people (and I had 
three peopieto help then) to about 
1,000 people per meal.' The first 
month was real hectic,1# he recalls. 
Now Roland comes to work 
between 6 arid 7:30 each day, 
depending on how much preparing 
has to be done, and he leaves 
between 3:30 and 4:00. 
When I worked on Tuesday, 
Danny told me to talk to Roland 
about what needs to be done. I had 
talked to Roland many times - I've 
even had a beer with him in the Rat --
butl've never, never imagined how 
as he hurried back and forth 
between aU of his cooking he took 
the time to cheer a woman who 
works there with his warm 
conversation and to show me (on 
his way to the oven) that he can 
juggle. 
When I asked Roland what he 
likes best about his work he 
replied, "the help here is 
tremendous. My ladies are a lot of 
fun. They are probably the best 
crew I have ever worked with, and 
we are all close to each other.'" His 
'ladies' are the women who serve his 
food, wash dishes, run register, etc. 
There is quite an age difference 
between Roland and the crew. "1 am 
very young for this job, H he 
commented a few times. Most of the 
ladies are about his mother's age. In 
fact, one of them is his mother. Her 
name is Shirley. I'm sure most of 
BSe's commuters and faculty have 
seen her pushing the cart around 
and around the commuter dining 
area, cleaning tables every day. 
"'Roland got me my job when he 
worked over at Tilly. I told him that 
since I brought him to the first day of 
school, he had to bring me to the 
first day of work!" Roland's sister, 
cousin and two aunts also work at 
sse. 
I was really curious about how 
Roland plans his meals each day. 
"Well, the menus are all set up by 
committees. When it comes to 
amounts, I rely mostly on last year's 
pr9du~tion ... records. 
He says that it is obvious which of 
his meals are well liked-the ones that 
run out first. The Commuter Caf. 
had been operating on a basic four 
week menu plan until this week. On 
Monday, a new plan was begun, 
using the favorites of the previous 
menu plus a few new meals and 
"specials". Roland feels that a 
change is better for the students as 
well as himself. He enjoys the 
creativity involved in cooking. He 
also tries his best to cook so that he 
won't have a single complaint but, 
he added realistically "'A cook has to 
adjust to not being able to please 
everyone . I had to learn right away 
that I can't please everyone, but I 
will always try!" 
His favorite part of the job is 
cooking new things like soups, for 
example. NSOUpS are a' challenge. I 
guess it's because Idon't knpwthat 
much about them, but there is so 
much room for variety. I really enjoy 
special functions. That's where I get' 
to ~ creative. I work with prime ribs 
Cape Cod Exhibit at Musuem of 
Fine Arts Nov. - Jan. 
An exhibition of recent color view serene contemplative imagery and 
camera work by photographer Joel the extraordinary technical mastery 
Meyerowitz entitled Cape Light: that the artist has achieved in 
Color' Photographs by Joel printing them. 
Meyerowitz will go on view at the Some of Meyerowitz's motifs are 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, from presented in a serial fashion; the 
November 14 through January 14, same view of the sea and the sky, 
1979. for instance, are captured at 
Among those involved in the new different times and under varied 
wave of expressive still photography weather conditions. In this way 
in color, the .. works .... of JoeL~ .. ~eye!o"Vitz. shoWs". the J~elic~te 
Meyerowitz are distinguished by beauty in the shifting gradations of 
subtlety and power. Meyerowitz, color and light in the horizon. 
who had his first one·man exhIbition 
at the Museum of Modern--Art in 
1968, has already produced" 
important black and white 
photographs in the documentary ~ 
tradition of Cartier-Bresson, Robert 
Frank} and Gary Winogrand. This 
exhibition will"consist of 95 8 x 1'0 
inch contact prints made ,by the 
artist from negatives shot on Cape 
Cod during the summers of 1976 
and 1977. 
Meyerowitz's subjects -range from 
interior and exterior views of 
traditional Cape Cod architecture 
to portraits of bathers and 
sunbathers, nudes and landscapes. 
The photographs are compelling 
and beautiful both for the quiet 
strength with which they reveal their 
The exhibition will be 
accompanied by a book format 
catalogue that will include 36 color 
reproductions of the work on view 
and an extended interview with'the 
artist by Bruce K.MacDonald, the 
Dean of the School of the Museum 
of Fine Arts. In an exchange with his 
interviewer .. Meyerqwifz comments 
,about his pictures: '1'm trying to 
photograph what it is that I'm 
'passionate' aboUL.They're about 
light., They're about place. They're 
about my time in Cape Cod. They 
are not to be sentimentalized 
versions of Cape Cod in the 
touristic manner. They're not 
postcards of Cape Cod. They're 
about my experiences there ... " 
The Suffolk University representative will be on 
campus Friday, November 17th, from 10:00· 3:00, 
to talk with any, student interested in. seeking a 
MASTERS of 'BUSINESS. ADMINISTRATION 
(MBA) or a MASTERS OF ,PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION (MPA) . . FOR AN 
APPOINTMENT CONTACT DEAN JONES IN . 
STUDENT SERVICE AT BOYDEN HALL. 
, much he does each day. He never 
looks tired, or sick. Unbelievably, he 
never seems to get uptight or 
grouchy even when things are 
getting rough. Anyway (I got off the 
track a bit), Roland was busy 
making pizzas. It looked real easy -a 
ladle full of his doctored-up tomato 
sauce, spread around a bit, another 
ladle·full,. evened out, a generous 
handful of mozzarella evenly over : 11 •••••••••• 
the top -it took me about five .;11 
• minutes per pizza, compared to his .~ •••••••••• 
ninety seconds! '. : 
In the meantime he·was taking ••••••••••••• ~i 
out some chicken dumpling pot pie : 1 •••••••••• 
that he had prepared ealier, out of -. 
the oven. Although itwas all cooked : 1 ••••• 
and' ready to serve he wouldn't let it :_ 
out of his hands until he had finished • 
it with an attractive garnish of" : •••••• ~ 
parsley and orange slices. While this • ~"'~~II!I 
was going on he was steaming the : 
vegetables, baking pizzas, cooking : 
the rice, and making a huge pot (I • 
mean HUGE··the thing stands on : 
the floor and goes up to my ." 
shoulders) of vegetable soup. Even ,. II ............ • • •••• " ........ • •• 
and stearn ships (whole legs of beef), 
and other fancy meals. N 
Tuesday's .meal won him a few 
compliments from his co-workers 
and boss. But the most important 
.compliments are from the people 
who eat the food, and he seldom 
hears anything, good or bad, 
regarding the meals. "My job 
doesn't offer many compliments, 
but when I put a lot into my work, 
my own sense of pride is my 
reward.'" 
Although Roland is new at his job, 
none could tel! - he handles it like a 
pro. He says his bosses, Danny 
Breen and Peter Dutton, help him 
whenever he needs anything. 
"'They're two guys who really know 
what they're doing!" 
His greatest ambition is to own a 
restaurant, but he hopes to become 
a food service manager first. He 
admits he will have to wait quite a 
while, because he has a lot to learn. 
NCustom Foods Inc. has stood by 
and offered me a lot as far as jobs 
and a career. The personnel for 
Customs is outstanding in the way 
they have treated me. H 
Roland is probably the youngest 
head cook ever to work at SSC. As 
a matter of fact;·-he is probably the 
only person to hold his position 
anywhere. But that is not to be held 
against him - it serves only to 
compliment his work. He is a 
talented cook, and a really terrific 
person. SSC should be honored, 
So if you chance to drop by the 
Commuter Caf, or the Formal 
Dining Room in the near future, 
check out the lunch and think of 
Roland. He's always there. Ask for 
him sometime and let him know 
what you think of the meal. But 
remember what my mother always 
said: "Complaints to the cook could 
be hazardous to your health!" 
,-------, 
t . Watch "Spare Parts" • 
WBSC-TV , tv our college television showt 
fShown exclusively on closed. 
• circuit televisipn in' the , 
, Student Union Building t t brought to you by 1M Dept • 
•. and Student Union. , 
...... .--......-..----...-.....-...~~~ 
Rte. 18 HOURS: 
E. BRIDGEWATER 
MASS. 
MON. to FRI. 
10 to 9 






"Personalized Family.Ski Shop" 
RESONABLE PRICES ON ALL SKI 
CLOTHING for Men and Ladies , •. 
AllSizH 






• SKI RACKS 
ACCESSORIES 
IS' I tlld ...... ~ 
SKIERS / 8·s cel:lt8~--:-:""" ••• /- I"ec • • . -VIti?} 
Wi· f' · I ell-' to/) ,f I n a ree pal r ,I dis 100 e q • 1. 
.. 'of ,.$ 200 b 110 coll,,:t) '. I. 
- :::::;:. '.I)"sal. 11 t 0 h 
Fischer skis! '~~~~!.e~ cU/~ ~~. h 
Enter the FischerCut Contest he~ 
and win a free pair of Fischer skis I 
or a ski vacation for two! . 
ski pkgs. are put 
together to meet 
y'9ur personal 
needs 
·atDiscount -,... ..... ." ..... 
SKI RENTAL 
.SHOP 
Rentals by the day 
or week! 
I Classifieds I 
for sale 
VW Bug snow tires. Low Milease, Good 
Condition $25.00 for the pair. Call Eves. 677· 
7392. 
Car stereo for sale: Panasonic AM·FM 
cassette player. In dash, almost new, for 
$40.00. Call Joe or Bob, Rm. 311 Scott Hall, 
Ext. 3. 
Automobile: 1976 Fiat, 4 door sedan. AM/FM 
radio, front-wheel drive. Good condition. 
38,000 miles. $2400.00 Call Pat at 746·8400 or 
224·3755 nights. 
Four 14'" )( 6" slotted chrome rims. Will fit 
either a Ford or a Chrysler. In very good . 
condition. Asking $100. Call Mike at 295-1187. 
1975 Kawasaki 900 Zl. Very quick bike with 4-
1 chrome seat and handle bars, crash bars, 
pinstriped. Low mileage. Dual front disk 
brakes. New rear tire - lots of extras. $2000 or 
best offer· must sell, moving south. 545·4872 
Scituate. Ask for John. 
1972 Capri, $800, automatic, 55,000 miles; new 
brakes, 4 excellent radials,' good mech. 
condition, needs paint and seat covers. 329· 
0057 or 329·9188. 
services 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Quality 
photos at very reasonable rates. Twenty 8xlO's 
in an album for $155.00. Call Jim Canavan588-
8470 after 4:30 or weekends. 
housing 
Female studentseeks someone to s~are a one 
bedroom apartment at Kingswood Park in 
Bridgewater. A.vailable December 1st. Call 
Kathy at 6974144 
wanted 
Business Opportunity·-part-time, available for 
positive' thinking. men and women. Send 
resume to Baron Associates, 1050 Pleasant 
St., Bridgewater, MA 02324. 
lost & found 
LOST: Woman's gold chain bracelet lost 
10/31/78 in vicinity of the library. Sentimental 
value - High School graduation gift. If found, 
please call 583·6303 and ask for Karin. Reward. 
Thank you. 
Several keys were brought to the Office of 
Student Life on Monday, 11/6/78. 
Manufacturers of keys were Cole National and 
Sargent. These keys were found in Boyden 
HaD. May be picked up at O. of S. L. 
personals 
Lost: one girl. Answers to the name of - "Beth 
Bridget". She is 5'8" tall, has brown hair and 
brown eyes. Her distinguishing marks are 
undistinguishable. Caution!! She is extremEly 
clever and has an alibi for everything. Don't let 
her fool you! She will also answer to the name· 
"Michael". If found, please return to Pope Hall, 
room 334. 
P .wanna roll around? G. 
C. wanna roll around? M. 
A. wanna roUaround? S. 
Debbie· My favorite at the candy counter, I'm 
stiD waiting for my Lasagna. Wanna A T ootsie 
Pop? Mike. 
To the love of my life! I really miss you a lot. 
Hope to see you soon. I hope that sOOn the 
silence will be broken because I want you need 
you love you. 
To this semesters' Play Production class; Just 
to set the record straight, 1 don't own a pair of 
pink satin toe shoes, or purple tights!!! But do 
you want to know what Adrith did this 
weekend? Ask me Tues.! Steve 
Dear Bruce-Oh no! The rabbit died. Will you 
marry me now? Love, Abbacrombe 
To the Best Roomie Ever-Rob, that's you! 
You are fantastic, you knew perfectly when to 
stay; Perfect you knew when to leave!! Hope to 
see you around this weekend. I love you!! Snez 
Kath & Nance Walk over mountains much? 
Did you ever walk real fast and not set 
anywhere? Did ( dream that or did it really 
happen? Watch out for principals with' 
machine guns· you might got kicked out of 
school WHO?! The poor chinese girl setting all 
by herself. Have another doob you guys. 
To P.L. in 111 it's 7 months ... plllS. Love ya, 
BB 
To the girl who passes out in Rm. 111. If you 
can't play the game, don't try, cause you'll 
never know where you'll end up next. The 
Participants 
Dunfeys 121,133 Who wrecked my room. 
Forget sessions, lets drink. Who has my room 
'key. Who stole that plant. Good time with F.U. 
heh·heh. Presidential Suite·nice place. Wheres 
Linda? Sunrise at the beach, no sun, no fire. 
Good' Breakfast, wake up! P.C. 
M.M. and 10-10 Good game,You lost, buy the 
ice cream. Coffee and tea, bum me out. Let's 
go to the beach, road trip patch up. Entering 
Haverhill, Hi Mom. Hampton Beach I don't 
believe we're here! Good wave action-Rat 
Patrol Hot Chocolate, Tie me up. Back by 
midnight Brians upset. P&S 
Bria~ and Debbie, Congratulations! Too bad 
you couldn't surprise me, but I was already 
informed. Love, Colleen. 
Classified Ad Form 
Circle Heading: 
FOR SALE WANTED 






Classified. are free Jor all students. 
faculty. staff. and ddministrdtion of BSC. 
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Dear Clarence. I've been watching you from 
afar. Your body drives me wild with desire. Say 
no more. Love LauT 
To my Van Gogh: I love you so. More than a 
starry starry night. Always & forever, Your 
Special K. 
Spunky, We both have leamt a lot about life 
this first semester. A lot more than we could 
ever imagine· thanks for being a best friend 
and also just one of the guys· don't forget· we 
go out for beer, pretzels, and chics this 
Saturday[ Love, the guy with numbers on his 
pajama's. 
Paul, Steve and Richard: We ARE going to 
make it!! Nobody said it was going to be easy, 
but then what is. I'll guarantee this . there's 
never going to be a dull moment at Kingsv..rood 
in apartment 51081 Your future Roomie 
.' 
Robbie Warren- Your absence hasn't make 
the heart grow fonder .- just hoping after 
pledging is over, that it will! Your secret 
admirer. 
To the Superstar, The only way I would come 
into your life is if you invited me. I'm glad you 
like it. It is worth waiting for after all, isn't it? I 
await your response. By the way, I have a 
baby. You have to come up with a great 
meeting place because I would never go within 
25 f~et of that house otherwise. Sorry. I 
thought of you. The Kinky Kid. 
Murph, Linda, and Arka, Thanks for being my 
roommates Thursday night, even though I 
froze all night. Sorry to wake all of you so late. 
Thanks again! Love, Patti 
Dear Tony Mastrorilli. This time we would 
·sincerely like to apologize for spelling your 
name wrong' and for writing tasteless 
personals. We got carried away and we are 
really sorry for any trouble or. embarrassment 
we may have caused you. No matter what·we 
think you are the greatest! We hope you will 
accept our apologies. and we promise we 
won't do it again. Love, the two secret. 
admirers! 
To Tom L, I simply adore your brown leather 
jacket and your red bike. Do you really French 
kiss? Do you really keep your lunch money in 
your socks? I think you're cute· I love your 
brown hair. Let's get together? See ya at lunch. 
Your fan. 
To Play Production· I never lie! I just stretch 
the truth a little! Right Stephen!?! &lieve me! 
Cheetah! 
Dear Joe. I HATE YOUl YOU'VE RUINED 
MY UFE! What a beautiful dressss .. .Love, the 
Play Production·C lass. 
To Mike B. -Hope you'll enjoy your.apartment! 
Maybe sometime you'll invite me over, just for 
old times sake. I'll make macaroni and cheese 
and you can make a salad and it will be just us 
guys . okay? Gee, not too depressing! Love, 
Your Best friend. P.S.No, I'm nat Nancy, I 
have more Spunk than that! 
To Missed It and 1'5. Happy Birthday to you 
·both! Let's not let it go by unnoticed! Party in 
--I I promise you will be feeling no pain and 
that the next day you won't.remember a thing! 
(Question: Is it ever morally permissible or. 
obligatory to get oneself exceedingly drunk?) 
Love ya both lots . Should Have 
To Bob G., Yes. this is meant for you, Robert 
Glynn! You by now should have noticed me 
since I shaved my less, dyed my haIr, put on a 
mess,.took off my retainer, had my face lifted, 
and wore new Stride Rites. But do J get a Hello, 
good morning, do you wanna have sex? But 




! To the two secret admh:-ers of Tony Mestorilli: 
I 
I 
Don't you hi!';< enough originality to write 
'Your own personals instead of copying then 
out of Nov. 2 issUe of The Comment?! May 
lYour hands sell enough to prevent you from 
writing "used" personals!! From the Xerox 
Prevention Commission 
To the notorious occupants of 204 Pope. Sorry 
we almost ran you over. Well at least you got a 
meal out of Constantino's campaign! Drop by 
and visit sometime. Love,"Rational Thinker". 
Joan Sheehan· Thanks for everything you did 
for me Thursday night. I love that baby picture 
of you, you stiJIlook the same, "CUTE" Take 
Care, Love, Patti 
To the Superstar, r was asking you if I could 
come over to listen to' records with you, then I 
plipped from 8 foot Bleacher. Not only am I 
giving up spaghetti dinners on Thursday 
nights, but going to Church on Sunday nights 
as well. So it will be OK for you to go. I wifI have 
a Brick ready ~on. The Kinky Kid 
To Mr. New Zealand, Glad' we could talk 
things ~ver. Next time lets make it earlier than 
4:30. f told you I was a good listener: "What! 
Electricity!" Remember, stay away from the 
booze and those "damn bees". Signed, "The 
Linguist" (with a G)!! 
D.D. in 118 at the Hill - Don't you worry about 
. "Lamb Man." I was just getting on his .case last 
week. You know better than to suspect 
anything. He's with you and nobody else . 
~elieve me, you have nothing to worry about 
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Signed, the RR Robin and Red II blues· Help! QUICK!! Love ya, Your slave in 
love. 
Cheryl, surpriS€d? I never forget to write 
classifieds to pretty girls. Keep smiling, Paul. 
To Harry the Heeb, While you're at it you'd 
better keep a watch over your left shoulder 
and in front of you, too. Friends of a Foe. 
To Dave in 423: Sorry we walked in on you and 
Joe the other night. We won't let your s~cret 
out of the closet. Capote 
Patti, here's your first personal of the 
semester. I figure you never get mail or 
messages, so I'd write this-·only kidding! Hope 
your year goes well! Well, that's it. . .laugh, tell 
a few iokes, suck a few beers! Love, Standy 
Cooney· do you often go to Ralph's and not 
remember? Do you always choose to sleep on 
the steps of Pope? Sleeping in the bathtub· 
that's certainly using your· head! Suck too 
many beers? How was the punch at Scott or 
couldn't you tell after the first sip!!! Standy and 
Spaulding 
Mike: Your new hair cut looks just fina!·1t won't 
blow around in the (my) car when you drive it 
with the window down! Paul, we missecl you 
when we went out for sponsors· for Pure ... you 
had better be there "the next time "Pip" . 
another personal . any new lighting 
designs .. the chauffer, Guess who? 
W. Fran, Cher, Weezy, Coach and Hanna! 
HOIN the hell are ya? Just thought you'd like to 
see your name in print! W.F, C.W.C.H. 
Stud, Welcome back! I hope you enjoyed your 
trip, but I'm sure you11 enjoy yourself being 
back here where you belong. The vittles are a· 
waiting.1 missed you very much and ['m happy 
you are here now. Burn Vern·on, bum! Love, 
Bird. P.S. Do the mash potato! Hi! Cuz. 
Farrah Comenicchi - What's a shaking ramal 
Here's your very first and certainly not your 
last personal! Here's a little fill in the blank· Do 
a little ----, Make a little ----, don't 
make it too long for only Nod knows for sure! 
Take it easy, if it comes easy take it twice! You 
are the nausea of my lifel Love, the Big 4th. 
Mary Kay: Congratulations on the birth of 
your blue box. Thought('d write a note to you 
so a commuter will get a personal for a change. 
Hope this semester winds up successful· since 
we never waster time. rve learned a lot· a new . 
use for a dollar bm, emergency repair on old 
boxes, oil, jump, tec. Mary K 
Cynthia, If you are lonely my friend, 1 am sorry. 
I did not know. It's a11righl to cry for "even 
angels cry, ",but then come with me, my friend; 
laugh a littlf?& giggle a little ... enjoy a soft smile 
from a friend. We can help each other,! know 
we can. Please come with me, be my friend. P. 
Floor buffing available FREEl! Contact Marty 
,Pope John Hall ext. 007. 
Why bother the cleaning ladies, Mop & Shine 
is better! Shower to Shower. 
M.P. You are my lucky star! Maybe some oEit 
will rub off on me. You~re the craziest Italian I 
know (besides me!) I love ya honey, I love ya! 
M.P. 
M.P. Why don't you get off your high horse. 
Let's not let the Exec. Board go to your head. 
You're not THAT easy to live with, you know. 
Luv, M.P. (P.S. I'm sick of having one night 
roommates, if you know what I mean. 
To my "Golden Girl Next door": What? You 
hate me? Sure is a strange way of snowing it! 
Remember, the best flings in life aren't free. 
Hope you are enjoying it as much.as mel How 
about a compliment sometime?! From "The 
boy next door". (Referred in some circles as 
''The Marlboro Man), Lova .ya, your silent 
partner. 
"Buddies": You know who'you all are.l can't 
thank you enough for' making my 20th so 
special and great. It's not everyone that gets a 
"Birthday Week" ... I couldn't make it without 
you alllThanks. Kay. 
Gary Mace: Have a great day! Love, us. 
To Marty: Do N.E.'s come from cold 
concrete? We hear you have heemoroids on 
your seal. Or is thatra5h on your rear just 
prickly heat? Go wild! Cook you Mother! 
Love, Section 10. 
Hey Heills (alias Harry) - the party's over! It's 
time you got down to real studying· no more 
L. G. library for you anymore! What system of 
classification do you use? Dewey or don't he? 
Chocolate is sweet butthe weekend is sweeter 
. here it comes! Love, the Three Little Pigs. 
To my acquaintance; I'm glad to hear your little 
finger has recovered from the golf ball fight. 
Hope to have another one soon. Maybe you 
can say you lost your dog. It's definitely better 
than saying you needecl shampoo at the store. 
By the way, if you take the long way to class. it 
may be more fun. rn be thinking of you! Love, 
E.Amin 
TAF. & AR.F. - If you two are happy. I'm 
happy. You're both tops and I love yal'J.A.S. 
To: Broken Winged Bird! There once was a 
woman name "So Tall" who liked toembelish 
bathroom stalls. She had too much 
punch ... whoops! She blew hinch! And that's 
not all . she staggered over Marty in the hall! 
Love, the Nausiacs. 
A.R.F.: Thank you for being yourself. I 
wouldn't want it any other way. ( love you. 
T.A.F. 
Harry the Heeb: Try looking in the mirror 
before writing your next personal - I also 
suggest you watch over your right shoulder·· 
there may be someone behind you . but it 
won't be me! I wiD get even· but you'll never 
know who it is - A.T. 
To J "Macho" S: It is only a man's world 
because you haven't opened your eyes to view 
it in other ways. Once you do you wiD discover 
that things are quite different, for example 
"WE" are more than your equal. It's-too bad, 
but you are a "a typical male". (Haha) 
Hey Sophie· we're back for another year and 
what a treat. You're looking beat. But can you 
really represent Earth with those bags on your 
feet? Are we really psycho or is it from eating 
mass Quantities of . institutionalized food. 
Coffee pot. 
A.nyone knowing the whereabouts 01 one 
Purity Dean, please contact Mrs: Faith Hogue 
or her .maid Letty at any time· Nov. 30·0ec. 3. 
Efforts will be rewarded. 
"Wayne Newton" (Jim) We had a bad start. It 
has picked up, a little. What's next? From the 
blonde's friend. 
A very happy birthday to you, Li2ziel Love, 
Linda. Have a woncklrful day, you're only 21 
once!! 
To: Mary had ~ little lamb. Sorry (left you 00\ 
in last week's personal Sperky the Perky. p.s ~ 
Are there strangers in your bed? 
To my roommate from Maybury RFD frolX 
your roomie who Jives on .. _what route W6! 
that now?? &tter 90 milk the cows after yO\: 
dean the popcorn PQpper. Let's get togethet 
for one maN verse. of You Light Up My Life, 
but first get out of that broom closet. I !moo 
you like to make Un laugh, but quit beating l1\{ 
on the head with that Teddy Bear!.Nan 
Dear Boss: YaU I have beautiful eyes and greal 
temples. It's been suPer working with you 
You·.give··great-·styrofoam.1'1l .never forge! 
the talks and D.W.'s we shared! Glad YOti 
understood my off·tOO·waUness ana let me gel 
close to you. Now, when 1 count to n\Je •. .Iet"J, 
buUd that sandcastlesomeday, Rembrandt. 
To my Wild and Crazy SexY Italian Stalljon: 
Thanks for the times that you've given me 
You're: the sunshine of my life, babe. Love yQli 
(orever. Your baby. 
This personal is for aU C.A. & S staff, especiany 
Mrs. Dunne: Thanks for being so helpful at 
!lTe·registration. All of us disorders majors' . 
people really appreciate it. Special thanks to 
Mrs. Dunne "for being there at pre'registration . 
when we need you." I hope you're feeling 
better. Signed. Anonymous. 
']:0 the FAIRY.GODMOTHER at Wood . 
When will you be riding again? Did you get tc 
Venus yet? Didyou get any "spacerlust" ordi4 
yoti. U$Eif all? Loved your gowns, you mUSt 
get one fot mel How's Zark· did you marry M 
yet? Keep your eyes on your "MAGIC Wand' 
and walking stick.???? . 
To$ecret Admirer t ]'ve seen your personals in 
The Comment ana I WilS wondering, Cindy 
who? Signed, Cindy. 
Laurie: "If I were a rich man"l'd buy you the 
best 'V ugoslaVian __ .:0.., object on the market. 
Whenever I ~w that pictUre under my door ... l 
though I was ~nna die. Love, Zero 
Purity, give in. You11 not escape me or your 
fate. What more could a working girl ask? 
You're Pure as the Driv(!nSnow now,butwe 
shall see! Mortimer ~rothingham 
Hollywood Swinger: You are the sexiest hunk: 
since chopped liver and onions in my little red' 
book. You make my blood boil and my sinuses 
drip. Man, you do a number on me (68 ... ) Since 
Homecoming in the ballroom, I can't keep my 
wanting eyes off of you.· my dreams and 
waking hours are filled with you and your baby 
Lin, CountclOwn ... 5 weeks. Hang in thert~ 
some day you'll get to wear your. cords again. 
. Do you prefer Coke to wine this week?? Don'" 
Worry .. .sharon's goin to help you with YOl:.:' . 
next lesson plan Qn sex, drugs, and rock'r' 
roll! Plenty of info. from·one who's suretn 
knoW. But, I always said. .. It my room was Of. 
. fire ... you wild 'n crazychigobean!Take itawar 
~chwa. Love, your almost roomies 
To Miss CA Ladd, would really like to get j;,. 
know you. Wish we could get together som 
time. I just want to get to know you· bettel. 
Signed, the boy in 'your history and Librar:.1 
Science class. 
To Valerie, Sue, Janet, and Patty: Thanks~) 
much for a great birthday party. You guys ar~ 
the best friends anyone could have,I love \1o.,t 
all . Debbie. 
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The Mother Box 
Movieola Machine 
by Bob Buckley 
Even as the green, two-toed sloth bore down on the unsuspecting city 
of Meg?lopoIis, Mona Freedman pursued the evil Nivlac Repelski 
through the busy intersection. Nivlac possessed the only vial of 
Superamalgamateflourocarbatenovathalamize from the Science Lab. 
Without the serum, the beast could not be stopped. Suddenly Mona 
slammed on the brakes as the. car skidded into. . . 
(Hi, I'm an internationally known actress of absolutely no talent 
whatsoever.} use Wella Balsam. The Original Balsam. Of course, using 
Wella Balsam has absolutely nothing- to do with my hair looking so 
wonderful. If you had three hairdressers working on you night and day, 
you'd look great, too. Wella Balsam. The Original Balsam.) 
Scott and Drew were climbing up the treacherous slopes of Mt. 
Everest. Their's was a fool's mission. They were after the very rare 
mineral superamalgamateflourocarbatenovathalamize. It would make 
them rich men indeed. Scott hoisted himself up to the relative safety of a 
nearby ledge. Drew was on his way up. Suddenly the rope snapped ... 
"'Honey, my shirts have hidden dirt!'" 
"Well, so what?'" 
"'What are you going to do about it?" 
"'Nothing. It's your dirt. You hid it. Take care of it yourself." 
It was a desperate situation. Dr. Scott Drew hovered over his patient. 
The man was fading fast. "'Where is Nurse Fleming'r the d9ctor 
wondered to himself. "Without the injection of 
superamalgamateflourocarbatenovathalamize this patient cannot 
possibly survive. N To busy himself, he again read the patient's vital signs, 
hoping desperately that they would improve. They didn't. Suddenly the 
door to the emergency ward burst open. . . 
(Yes, if you act now, for a limited time only, for just $9.99J we'll send 
you every kitchen device ever created. You get the stove, the sink, the 
forks, the knives, even the peach· fuzz stripper. All in one compact, easy· 
to-use, completely portable unit. This is a once in a lifetime offer so send 
your check or money order in by midnight tonight. Do it now!") 
Scott and Mona sat on the edge of the docks, watching the 
Starjammer drift into the landing area. Both of them knew that Drew 
would be on board that stars hip. They also knew that he had been 
unsuccessful in his quest for superamalgarnateflourocarbatenovathal~­
mize. Without this mystery substance from the planet Disco, they would 
be unable to feed the starving millions of their barren planet. Scott turned 
to Mona, fighting back the tear in his voice, and said ... 
"Honey, the boss is coming over for dinner tonight. We've got to make a 
, good impression" 
"'Maybe you do pal. H 
"'What's that supposed to meanr 
"It means I ain't gonna be here. Look, you invited him, not me. I have my 
Gloria Stevens tonight. Good 1uckr 
("Hi, Mary Perkins here. My poster is on sale in almost every store in 
the country. I've won tweOscars, three Emmys, a Tony, and was beat 
out for a G rammy by Marie Osmond. I've made movies, had two T. V. 
series, and men all over the country harbor lust in their hearts for me. 
Includin.s.}immy Carte!. There/ore, who better to talk to you about 
cupcakes~) , . 
("'Well Madge, I don't know. J'her~'s this really cute guy at the office. 
He's blond, 6'2~) and really built. But he doesn't know I'm alive. I've tried 
everything.1fI tried all the hair styles, 011 the dresses that show off my 36-
24-34 figure,.he still wouldn't notice me. What's wrong with me?" 
"It's your hands, dear. You've been washing too many dishes. 
Mostly,. I just watched the late show. N~xt week, a new direction 
entirely; and a bit of reexamination of the past. 
·Sponsored by SU·Program Committee 
Sunday Nov .. 19, 6:$0 pm 
BSC-.75 Public-1.25 
SU Demonstration Room 
Ensemble Theatre 
Pure as the Driven. 
• • What?? 
See Mortimer Frothingham (a 
wolf in any sort of clothing), with the 
aid of his sidekick and stooge Jed 
Lunn, try and win the favors of the 
fair young Purity Dean (a working 
girl with a secret). 
Will Leander Longfellow (our all-
around nice guy) be able to save 
Purity from the peril of the Picken's 
Pickle Factory-or will Mortimer's 
power of persuasion prevail? 
The answers to these and many 
other pressing questions will be 
revealed when sse's Ensemble 
Theatre presents its second major 
production Pure as the Driven 
Snow on November 30th and 
December 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in the 
SU Auditorium. The show begins at 
8:00 pm on Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday, and there is a 2:00 pm 
matinee on Sunday. 
Tickets are a bargain at $1.50 for 
BSC students and staff and $2.50 for 
the general public. 
We hope to see you at one of 
these fine performances-it's a show 
you won't want to miss!! 
Food, Glorious Food!!! 
The Ensemble Theatre in an 
effort to begin the Thanksgiving 
feast a little early this year will be 
_ holding another bake sale on Nov. 
20 from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. This 
bake sale should be as filled with del-
icious and delectable foods as was 
our last. So save your pennies; 
Mondav will be here before you 
know it! Take some- time to ·com~ 
down and say, ''Hi,'' and partake of 
these special tre.'lts laid before you. 
The EnseinblB Theatre would 
also like to wish all of you a relaxing 
and joyous Thank:..,giving Holiday, 
In keeping with the Christmas 
tradition, we are proud to' announce 
that Charles Dickens' -classic A 
Christmas Carol will be brought to 
all of you for two special 
performances on December 9th at 
2:00 pm and .8:00 pm. In an effort to 
help all begin theii Chnstmas spirit, 
the Horace.Mann Auditorium ,will 
corne to life with the charm and glow 




by Doug Schorr 
. The nightclub at the Student 
Union Ballroom last week proved to 
be an excellent occasion for 
everyone, The featured band was 
I Oak, and they played music for 
everyone's taste (exGept for disco 
lovers), . 
The event sold out late Friday 
afternoon, largelY becaus~ of the 
Bancl's reputation. Oak has played 
at major clubs like Gladstone's, The 
Compass Lounge,· Timothy's Too, 
Cinema Room, hnproper Too, The 
Edge, and Library .. 
They are a progressive rock band 
that performs original material along 
with doing songs by Bruce 
Springsteen, Chicago, Electric Light 
Orchestra, . Emerson, Lake, & 
Palmer, Queen, Moody Blues, 
Stones, and the Beatles. 
All five individuals sang and lead 
vocals were changed frequently 
which added t~ their.· versatility. 
Some of the songs that were 
performed were "Tie Your Mother 
Down," "Mr. Blue Sky," 11 Ride My 
See-Saw," and "Free Bird~. 
Most of the people who attended. 
were highly pleased with the event, 
and hoped the band would return 
lq.ter in the year: 
WBIM 
Pure as the Driven Snow director Rober Friedman with Richard Putney 
and Donald Capen. (PHOTO BY JOE wAI..J<ER) 
for. Be sure and set this date aside to 
give yourself a few hours of 
enjoyment; for Christmas comes 
but once a year. . 
Tickets will go on sale right after 
Thanksgiving and are priced at one 
dollar. So don'tJJliss this old time 
Christmas favorite; Charles 
Dickens' A Christmas Carol, 
and laugh as Scrooge HbahsH and 
"'humbugs'" his way through 
Christmas Past and Present and 
comes to understand the love and 
joy that thj~_holiday can brinE! to all. 
How would Shakespeare 
have played O'Keefe? 
With gusto. And in all seasons. 
It is a brew for listening to a winter's tale. It's a liberation in. praise 
of a midsummer night's dream. 
It is hearty, full-bodied. It is smooth and easy going down. 
And the'head of O'Keefe is like the crown of a king. 
And all the players act upon the theme, "It's too good to gulp:' 
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Choral Society\ 
Needs You!! ' 
Program Committee 
JFK Expert to Speak 
Are you looking for an interesting 
course to take next semester? 
Consider joining Bridgewater 
Chorale (mixed group) and/or 
Women's Glee Club (women only). 
You don't have to know "'how" to 
sing; you don't have to sound like an 
opera singer. We want people who 
want to sins-people who like to 
sing. This is more important than 
any amount of musical talent. 
Women's Glee Club (MU 117) 
and Chorale (MU 118) may be taken 
as either a no credit activity (SSe's 
Choral Society is an SGA . funded 
organization) or as a one·credit 
course. 
Thursday at Ham in the library 
lecture hall; Women's Glee, 
Tuesday and Thursday 2:50·4:05 in 
U·G4. 
For more information. contact 
Dr. Asselin (conductor of Women's 
Glee) Dr. Davidovich (conductor of 
Chorale) in the Music Department 
(Ground floor of Tilly) or talk to 
any of the officers: Gerry Delcourt, 
President; Lee Pina, Vice President 
of Chorale; MaryAnn Bernat, Vice 
President of Women's Glee; Vicki 
Smialek, Secretary; Karen Tobin,· 
Treasurer; Gerry LaCroix, 
Librarian of Chorale and Pauline 
'Dumais, Librarian of Women's 
Harold Weisberg is America's 
tzading Warren Commission and 
JFK researcher and investigator. 
. He is the author of four books 
dealing with the President's 
assassination. 
Rehearsals are: Chorale, Monday 
and Wednesday at 3pm and 
. Glee. Or talk to anyone at the Music 
table at Rerostration. 
Harold Weisberg is the only 
person working in the field of 
assassinations who has really 
devoted himself to both research 
and investigation for the past eleven 
years. He has exhausted the 
information stored in the National 
Archives and has moved the J.F.K. 
investigation into the courts. 
Weisberg invented the under· 
ground book to bring out the first 
book on the Warren. Commission 
and J.F.K. assassinations. The 
book, WHITEWASH. is one of the 
two basic books on the subject. Rocky Horror 
Picture Review 
Weisberg has become the 
researcher who has made most use 
of the Freedom of Information Act. 
By it and by the threat of it he has 
forced the production of what had 
been suppressed since the J.F.K. 
by Joe McDonald mouth, the audience shouts ,. A . - assassination in great volume. Right humanity gave uFE Magazines from 8·12 pm "'SPUD CITY'" wiJ] 
One of the wildest movies to Hole. H now he has the F.B.I. in federal many vivid and seardiing major perform in the Rathskeller. Recent 
come along in years is The Rocky Other instances of audience district court in a case that has the essays during the 25 years (1945·70) third place winners ofthe University 
H P· Sh I' t th potential of ending acceptance of h . I d h T L 11 "B he B d orror lcture ow. t IS no e participation include squirt gun e was lnVO ve. wit ime, Inc. of owe's attle of t an s", the official account of the J.F.K. 
movie itself that is superb, but tbe fights during a storm sequence, the publications. S. pud City displays professionalism 
assassination. 
audience is something else. throwing of toilet paper, toast and Sponsored by the S.U. Program The photographs displayed in all areas of music: bluegrass, 
The movie follows the adventures hot dogs during appropriate highlight his insights into human life country, old and new rocK & roll. Committee, Tuesday Nov. 28, at 
of Brad and Janet Majors (Barry sequences. As the the characters 7:30 in the SU Ballroom. Free across the world·Mexico, Hong swing and original material. So, for 
Bostivich and Susan Sarandon on the screen dance the "Time Kong, Phillipines, Central America, an enJ'oyable Saturday night cQme tickets available at the Information 
respectively) who came upon the. Warp", so do the characters in the Booth. Japan, Israel, Hawaii, and Australia. to the Rat and dance away with 
castle of a bisexual alien, Dr. Frank audience. Perhaps the funniest Currently Mr. Anderson is Spud City-Music with a Peel! 
N. Furter (Tim Curry). Franl< and crowd· screen sequences occurs teaching photography privately and UPCOMING EVENTS!! 
his cohorts introduce the couple to after Eddie (Meatloaf) is killed by Photo Exhibit at the New England School of -Band in the Rat-Monday, 
Nsins of the flesh'" w.hile everyone Frank with an ice pick. The audience Photography. He·finds teaching a November 20th. 7·11 pm. 
gets to love everyone else. The proceeds to chant "picky, picky, On the top floor of the Student very rewarding experience and -Rock & Roll (Disco) in the Rat-
castle eventually is sent back to the picky.'" Union is the' Student Union Art offers students a real "'hands on'" Monday November 27th from 7·11 
transexual planet of Transylvania. Playing only at midnight weekend Gallery. Wander on up and enjoy experience from his own years. Qm featuring W.B.I.M. D.J. Leo 
But the crowd is the thing. Many shows in selected towns, the film the current exhibit sponsored by Enjoy the exhibit now until Dec. 1. Wiltshire. . 
appear in costume. Some in white· has broke.n even in the three years the Program Committee of -Coffeehouse!-Friday, Decem· 
face mime, others dressed as since its .. release. It plays locally photography by Peter Anderson. ber 1st, 8·12 pm in theS.U. Formal 
"Spud Cl"ty" Magenta (Patricia Quinn) the maid (Boston and Seekonk) every Peter Anderson, photo·journalist Dining Room. . 
or as Columbia (Little Nell). weekend. So if you get a chance, go was a staff photographer of Ufe -Sponsored by the Student Union 
However the'· favorite ,. character' is"!'" . to seEflt"A:fiCl 'doi1"":klrgef~therice! Magazine~Hi§ deep :concem ~fot .. ThisSaturdaYt November ·18t1i· Program· Committee. 
Dr. Furter as many maJ~ amve ;§::::::::~::~:::.::~~.:: ::~·~~~:~··;~:~:::~·:;·:;::~«:~;~:::~0··~::B::::::~::~&:8~~~~~~;~::~~~:t~«8~~~~~~~~~~~1::~~~:;::~:::~~~~:~~;«10~8~:~~~~~;:::~~«~~~~:~;::~ ~~~~:~:~::::~~~:0: .. dressed as he appears throughout 
the film: in a black corset and fishnet 
stockings. _ . . _ . 
Throu9l1out the film the audience 
converses at and throws various 
items at the characters. In the 
opening sequence, Brad and Janet 
appear at a wedding and the 
audience throws boxes of rice at the· 
screeen. On the honeymoon, Brad's 
car' gets a flat· and of course. he 
forgets to bring a spare. From this 
point on. everyt}me Brad opens his· 
Chnstmas Issue 1978 is 
coming; make it special 
by submitting ~o.me 0/ 








SljN. 12.G 2 p.m. 
THURS. 9 - 12p.m~ 
Mules laden with Blue Maguey pinas on their way w. Cuervo's La Rojen,a plant .. 
. Since 1795 we've gathered our 
Blue Ma-.Wleys for Cuervo Gold 
the $entIe way. . ... . .. . . 
Its the old way. And still .. 
thehest.·· . . 
,At Cuervo we·kno'w that there is only orteway to.make·. 
Cuervo Gold perfect: The 1-0ay we"ve been·doing itfor more· 
than 180yea'rs. . . 
That's why people still nurture our field$ of Blue . 
Maguey plants. And why mules are still used to bring 
these precious pl,ants· to our' distillery. Fb~ traditwn is still 
the 11Wstimportant ingredient in Cuer'vQ Gold. . 
This is whCf;t makes Cuervo Gold t·ruly special. Neat, 
on the rocks, with a splash of soda,in a perfect Sunrise or 
Margarita, Cuervo Gold will bring you back to a time 'when. 
quality ruled the world .. 
Cuervo. The Gold'standard since 1795. 
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Classifieds DeZL·I.. ..... rie. You used me for my body. When can I see you again? Ugily Esquire Dear Football Team: Thanks for last Saturday night. It was great. I know' was a little bit much for you but I hope we can do it again. Love. Laurie. 
marshmallows, invite me alright? Steve. 
Pulf· Thanks for the ball and clothes. What'll 
we do during halftime next week. Remember 
Lindy and the Hitchhiker. Don't forget to use 
both arms and I go around not under. I love 
you more each day! F ast Turner 
To Conference Members: Fairlield U. and 
Paula G. just couldn't outdo the "Best in the 
East" BSC . We can't wait for that "Road 
Trip". Love, Blind Drunk. PS We always get 
the last laugh. 
To Trickster Sly: You are the greatest! Any girl 
would consider herself lucky to be your lover. I 
am and I do. For always and ever. 
Yo Adrienne. Are Happy Quackies high? 
Mother Quacky was verY upset about the 
frozen Quacky. Sat. nite was better. They get 
into water, so does T uggy. Love ya. Katie. P,S. 
Missed Agnes this weekend. 
Alternative Santa: 
Babysitter· Don't you think it's time I got some 
sleep? Breakfast was fun but by now I'm Slire 
you've lost the second bet. SNL was great. 
Too. ,bad there was no T.V. Baby. 
Ei· Ei Bee Bop· Thanks for the postcards. 
How's the London fog? Went to Seabrook last 
night. It was a wild and crazy time. We think we 
caught the Ei Ei Bee Bop Syndrome. Miss you. 
Three Muskateers minus one. 
Dear Laur. I've swept the campus looking for 
you. Where can you be found? Come and see 
me in our meeting place ... the broom closet at 3 
hours and 42.6 minutes of 3 after midnight. Be 
there please, my love, I miss you. Love, Iddy 
Biddy. 
Rick and Scott, Really enjoyed my visit last 
week. You're fun people. with a great sense of 
humor. Loved the toilet, but the fan has to go. 
When you get the cocoa without the 
Steve and Steve 211 Dunfeys. Crank up the 
stereo. No cat call room service 4:30 am. Why 
do I get the floor. We're messed up. Gong 
Show. Party 211. what happened to our room? 
Who are these people? Welcome Best BSC 
and F.U, Good night 209. Steve. put your 
clothes on. You dig the car out of the sand. 
Champagne with breakfast· good stuff. P.]\1. 
Patty M .. rm sorry I missed the obvious good 
time inside that "Peanut M & M". Don't look 
now but X·Mas is almost here. What do you 
want Santa to GIVE you. Love always, Blue 
eyes. 
B.H.· 79: The times we spent together were 
(and still are) very special to me.! lost a big part 
Of my happiness when I left you. The world in 
my mind has fallen so far and so fast... I'm glad 
we're still friends though sometimes it's hard 
for me to be your friend, as you always remain 
my loyal companion. Me! 
Answer to Commercial Xmas 
To Karen Main. I've been watching you very 
closely. You study an awful lot. I hope those 
Spanish professors appreciate all your efforts. 
I've been dying to meet you in person. This is 
the week; I promise. Watch out. here I come. 
H.H. 
Frank· Hi! Thanks a bunch, this birthday was 
the best one yet. I'm so glad we have each 
other. Just...thanks again .. J love you. Debbie 
Hey Murph· F.T.W.: and to you, too. Could 
have been fun. Still need starch? r'm sure the 
bleached blonde will supply you. Watch 
yourself; no little blondes, please. You're not 
that type of a guy. Don't do unto her as you 
did unto me. (Tommy might not be there to 
keep her sanity.) Good luck even though I 
would still like to break "them". Love. S. 
Don!t be surprised if you see a 
familiar figure dressed in red 
picketing your local shopping center 
this December. 
ALTERNATIVES, an alternative 
lifestyle education group. is 
sponsoring a national Alternative 
Celebrations Campaign this year. 
One activity presently being 
planned is the launching of the half-
serious/half~satirical "Alternative 
Santa Claus Movement". 
According 10 reliable sources at 
ALTERNATIVES, jolly old 5t. Nick 
himself is totally fed up· with the 
gross commercialization of the 
ChristmaS celebration. 1'm tired of 
being taken for a ride every year by 
the people who are out to make a 
buck at Christmas," said an 
exasperated Alternative Santa at an 
October 11th press conference in 
Washington D.C. "Christmas has 
nothing to do with the whole gaggle 
of gadgets, trinkets, toys and 
extravagances they try to sell us 
each December. I'm fed up with 
seeing my image and reputation 
being used to hype Norelco 
Shavers, Ford Trucks and artificial 
Christmas trees. I've had it! I'm 
getting out! Christmas is going to be 
a time. fpr~'[J\e t.oaet ,bac~to helping 
people and their social needs." 
The Alternative Santas, who are. 
being recruited from university 
campuses, activist groups and 
churches around the country, will 
be engaged in a wide range of 
activities in November and 
December to make the public aware 
of their choices at Christmas time. 
The Alternative Celebrations 
Campaign is encouraging people to 
reduce their consumption levels and 
to redirect some of the time, energy 
and money typically spent during 
the standard Christmas shopping 
routine to important social 
concerns projects. These projects 
might include thoSe national and 
local efforts dealing with food and 
housing, human rights, social and 
economic justice,environmental 
protection, disarmament and 
appropriate technologies. 
The national goal of the 
Alternative Celebrations Campaign 
is to see up to $10 million diverted to 
social justice work this Christmas 
(out of an estimated $10 billion spent 
on Christmas consumption). 
Already the Campaign has people 
pledged to undertake alternative 
Christmas projects in over 350 
communities around the. country. 
Besides the "'Alternative Santa 
Movement H , other local-level 
activities which are. being· planned 
include alternative'· Christmas 
festivals, community gift-making 
. (and gift-recycling). jamborees, TV 
and radio campaigns to counter the 
commercialism of the media, and 
ThIrd World and self· help crafts 
fairs. - .. 
ALTERNATIVES, the national 
sponsoring organization, has also 
published a number of resources for 
the Campaign. The new, 246 page, 
4th edition of. the Alternative 
Celebrations Catalogue has' just 
been released and is filled with 
dozen of ideas and articles on 
altE!rnative celebrations, simple and 
rational living and various social 
justice concerns. Voluntary 
Simplicity, a 100 page study/action 
guide, has also been written 
'specifically for Christians who Wish 
to better understand the religious 
base for an alternative Christmas 
and other celebrations. (The 
Catalogue, at $5 each, and 
Voluntary Simplicity, at $3 each, 
can be ordered directly from the 
Alternatives Bookstore, 1924 East 
Third St., Bloomington, Indiana, 
47401. Orders must be pepaid.) 
So, if you see a Santa this 
December with the traditional red 
hat and beard, but who is also 
wearing blue overalls and a '"Kick 
the Commercial Christmas Habit" 
button, then it's probably one of the 
,. alternatives. H 
If you don't see them, or hear of 
anyone else doing anything about 
the commercialization of Christmas 
in your area, then maybe you should 
do something about it yourself. 
To become an Alternative Santa 
or to work on other alternative 
Christmas activities contact the 
National Alternative Celebrations 
Campaign, 1500 Farragut Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C., 20011; or 
. call (202) 723·8273. 
Dear Phyllis:l'm sorry for the way I treated 
you. Now that you are away from me, I really 
miss you. PLEASE find it in your heart to 
forgive me. Love. your back-rubbing buddy. 
To Basil and the Kid . Everybody is always 
here. Friday. nobody was here. So where was 
everybody? This means you; J, J and the two 
little J's. Looking for the General Parahito 
Plaza made J. very thirsty. Charlie and Crazy 
J. think the 'pest is a lush. But she loves them 
anyways . 
This Christmas vacation: 
ERIC: Why· but why are you becoming so 
EASY? You better watch out because I just 
may take advantage of you! Your future 
roomie. 
. .. Moe· what's this playing3 games of Scrabble 
on a Sat. nite? .. Tom, it's after 10 p.rn. . what 
happened? .. and Tennis where were you when 
the lights went down? a R.O.S.A.L.I.T.A. 
> charter member. 
Gotcha Abbacrombe! 
oHanqaround the house. 
D Fiqht crowds on ski slopes~ 
o Go to Europe. 
Take advantage of National Airlines' new "inter-National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation. 
This is not a stand-by fare. It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight. It's a 
guaranteed reserved roundtrip seat withinflight meal service, It's on a big, beautiful National wide:-cabin DC-IO jet 
So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds 
on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Paridiso or Voom, Voorn, two of the wildest discos 
.east of Studio 54? Come with us to Amsterdam; It's one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe; it's where 
Fnglish is everybody's second language. 
National's "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National 
New York to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. JblSt pay for your tickets when you make your reservations. 
(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable if you change or cancel reservations. 
Fare subject to change without notice.) See your Travel Agent now or call us at 1-800-327-2306. 
The bi99eJ.'we get, the brighter we shine: 
National 
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Boston State Ends BSe Season, 12-10 
A sorry season of college football ended 
here mercifully for Bridgewater State College 
Saturday--and it ended exactly the way it 
began .. .frustration with a big fat loss thrown 
in for good measure. 
Hollywood couldn't have written the 
season ending script any better for the boys 
from BSe. They seemed to have pitched 
camp inside the "Bos ton State ten-yard line for 
most of the ballgame but seldom dented the 
stripe that counts most. " 
They had a field goal attempt that would 
have given them victory go completely 
haywire in the closing seconds-·they dropped 
a game in a style completely indicative of the 
way this forgettable season has gone. 
Boston State 12, Bridgewater State 10. 
Ouch. 
For the Bears, the loss would plummet 
them back to an overall 3-6 record, good for 
seventh place in the New England Football 
Conference. For Boston State, which came 
within a whisker of losing this game, the 
victory meant a share of the conference 
crown with Nichols. . 
It is becoming so oft repeated that the 
phrase may enter the ranks of the cliche--but 
the truth is that Bridgewater State College did 
not. have a 3--6 football team. Bridgewater 
State had a football team that could easilly 
have been touting just" the opposite record. 
With a little help from that whimsical one we 
call luck, this team might very well have been 
knocking on the NEFC door for admittance 
to the penthouse suite--as numenYuno. 
A milestone was reached by Bridgewater 1 I But they didn't...the breaks never 
.tailback Al Colarusso· Saturday against ntramura materialized, they bungled some plays, were 
Boston State when he ran for 95 yards to gr~at on others and generally played up to the 
eclipse former Bear back Steve Washkevich's B - Ball Soon expectations of the big word for the season, 
single season rushing record. "inconsistency .... 
Colarusso, who finished fourth among Men's basketball entries are due by, Coach Pete Mazzaferro himself would 
rushers in the New England Football Wednesday, November 8 at 4:00 p.m. to admit later that the single biggest stumbling 
Conference, finished his third year of ball with IMC/REC Coordinator. Blank. entry forms block for the '78 Bears was their inability to 
1,548 yards -- bettering Washkevich's mark of may be obtained in the letter rack by the 1M execute properly. Routines that had been 
1,511. Colarusso will have still another year of bldletin board in the main lobby of Kelly Gym. practiced to the hilt in practice, which should 
eligibility to add to his record total. AI-... P.la~b_e~in!iisllllit .. h.. e .. w.e.e .. k.o .. f_N.o_v ... ~ .. m_b.e .. r_l_311111!)th,..· ...... ~~ve ~,:s~cQncl:J14tU{"':',,tc:)t~~ BearSt 
Bridgewater State College 
Student Government Association 
presents a dance/concert. featuring 
James Montgomery 
Band 
.Thursday November 30th 8-12 
Squ.are Acres East Bridgewater 
Tick.ets· $~.:OO in advance 
$3.50 at the door 
Happy Hour Prices from 8:00-9:30 PM' 
DRAFTS-' 35¢ DRINKS-70¢ 
PHOTO 1.0 .. REQUIRED 
for further' in/ormation· call 697 ... 8321 
ext 422 
seemed to mysteriously elude them when it 
. counted most--in a football game. 
Such was the case Saturday when there 
were two muffs on two critical field goal 
attempts. One was blocked on a misplayed 
BSC blocking assignment, the other a bad 
center snap~ Both spelled disaster. 
The game itself' was a true excercise in 
futility. The Bridgewater offense continually 
dented deep into Boston State territory but 
couldn't put the points on the board. 
Boston scored the first twelve points of the 
contest before the Bears rallied behind a 
Steve McManus touchdown run of three 
yards (McManus had replaced injured 
fullback Carmine F rongilla). That brought 
BSC to within five points and an Ernie Branco 
field goal made it a two point deficit. 
But the big blow to BSe's hopes to win this 
game came with only 30 seconds left to play in 
the final stanza when the bad field goal center 
snap forced holder Dave Hickey to run with 
the ball. He was sacked--along with 
Bridgewater's dreams of winning the game. 
"We had plenty of chances to win the 
game,"1amented Head Coach Mazzaferro. 
"We got inside the five four times and, for the 
most part, got stopped. We didn't execute 
properly on the goal line and didn't carry out 
assignments.'" 
It 'was a football year of ups··but mostly 
downs for Bridgewater. The team lostseveral 
key players to graduation this year--but that 
happens to every team. They were hurt by the 
early season loss of Tom Hart,JeffFinan,Tom 
Littlewood and Phil Cluff. They were hurt by 
inconsistency and lousy execution ... they 
were stung by lady·luck on numerous 
occasions. 
Bridgewater could have beaten 
Nichols ... Bridgewater should have beaten 
Boston State. The fact that both colleges 
were the NEFC co-leaders tells you 
something about the wasted potential of this 
year's Bridgewater ball club. . 
(continued on page 12) 
\ \ 
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Bear quarterback Scott Armstrong hands off to running back Al Colarusso in Saturday action versus Boston 
State. Bears lost, 12 - 10. 
Soccer "Ends" At 5-9-1 
The Bears last game of the season perhaps 
was indicative of the whole season. Sparked 
by good defensive play and many good 
offensive thrusts. in the beginning of the game, 
the Bears at worst were tied with Eastern 
Nazarene College. Heading the defense was 
the solid play of Chris George who was like a 
rock at his right·fullback position. Also there 
was Robbie Pearl who made two goal-saving 
plays to keep the Bears in the game. 
However at the 23.45 mark of the first half, 
left wing Marc Stinson of E.N.C. put a 
backward volley kick into the upper left hand 
corner of the net to give his team the lead. Thi~~hot wasa0t1e-in-a-thclUSi.\l1d effort that completel~t stUnned the'Bear defense as"weI1 
as the surprised goalie, Mark Dufresne. 
"'He had his back to the net and I really 
didn't think he could shoot from that 
pasitiori,"said goalie ,Dufresne. "However it 
was a great shot." 
What was so common about this game as 
with so many of the other games was that the 
Bears would play great in spurts. At times 
plays would click just right and it would result 
Volleyball Wrap-Up 
in a good scoring chance. Then there would 
be a breakdown ora mental error and the 
other team would control the game. The case 
was that the' opposing team would have 
control longer than the Bears would--and this 
would result in a loss. 
Part of the trouble was that the strikers 
couldn't get that important first goal and the 
Bears' would frequently be playing catch up 
ball. rn the second half ENC took advantage 
of one of those mental errors and when a Bear 
defender didn't pick up his man on a throw in, 
it resulted in an easy tip-in goal for John 
Walker for ENC. 
The shots were even at 14 apiece, but thE:, 'scor~boax:&l: is i(\!~y tile,onl!,l stat~;tic that 
counts' and the Bears were on the shon: side--
lOSing 2-0. 
SOCCER SHORTS: The Bears final record 
was a lackluster 5-9-1. The first annual Alumni 
Game was heldin which the Alumni lost 7-5. 
Special thanks . must go to trainer Cindy 
Ouellette as well as to timer lois' Lindquist 
and scorekeeper Kathy Gately for doing a fine 
'ob this ear. 
Alexander, Bob Sullivan, Matt Blake, Jen 
Hawkins, Bob Colangeli~ Joe Verria, Lee 
LeBlanc, Kevin McCann, Paul~Godino, Dan 
McNulty. 
BSC travelled to Worcester Polytechnical 
Institute Saturday, Nov. 11, for the season 
ending MAlAW, Di~ision f Volleyball 
tournament.·TheBearsstartedslowlyagainst Nov Hockey Games 
.Boston College losing the first game 6~15 but .• '" . , fought back gallantly takirg the second game (HOME IN CAPS) 
of a two game match, 16·14. An all out t~am 
effort was necessary to pr9duce the win as 
'the Bears. carne back'after being down 10-13 
to.c1inch the split. In. their second match BSC 
almost pulled off the upset of the tournament" 
15 at Framingham St. College 7:45 p.m. 
20 at So~thern Mass, Univ. 8:00 
21 at Fitchburg State College 7:40 
29 NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE 8:09 
as they climbed back from a 13-9 deficit to tie I t' . I F b' at 
. the University of Mass. at 14-14 all before two n ramura· oot "1 consecutive Bear mistakes iced the win for 
the opposition. The disheartened Bears were 
no match for the inspired UMass' six in the 
. next· game as UMass spiked their way to an 
.easy 15·1 victory. 
The starting six of captain Jane Urbanski. 
Robin Gautreau,Cathy Spillane.Eileen 
Buckley,Robyn Bekerian,and ,Lea Beattie 
performed admirably and at times. were the 
best team on the .f1oor. They· received' solid 
support from Carleen . Schavone,Rose 
.. Bertucci,and Suzanne Fillippi who all came 
-.. off the bench in key situatin and really 
. produced. 
The third place finish for Division I colleges 
. in Massachusetts was well earned by the' ~ Bears· and mirrors their' great sense of 
competitiveness.. . 
. 
.~ Ermra~n~~~en~!.:~t=6ng" ~l·Carmine FrongiJIo, Tom Millarnek, Dave t Hickey" Jim Hennigan, Larry. Bennjnger~ 
:H Tony Gambaie, Scott Brennan, Gary ~~~Buelow, Bob Spinney, Rich England. Peter ~~~ Lacey, AI Colarussoi John Guenard, Tim ~. Hickey, Tom Conrad, Dave White, Don 
:r Cann. 
The Flying Foreskins, Bridgewaters stand· 
out repreSentative in intramuraltot:J:ch 
football. moved away 'from the home field last Wedne~day and. took on the intramural 
champs from Mass Maritime under the lights 
at Buzzards Bay. The Foreskins .' were 
triumphanf, 9 .. 2. ~ 
The match' took place on the Maritime 
. home·field but the advantage did not detour 
the Bridgewater squad. Maritime got the first 
two points of the game when TomLeahy got two~handed in his own endzone . 
. . In the second half, however, the Foreskins 
c.ame back--Ied by Leahy's passing to his fine 
corp of receivers.~BradHamel, Paul Bolio, BiD 
Lindquist and Paul Sullivan. With· three 
minutes left in. the game. Bridgewater got the 
ball and made, what provedto be, the winning 
drive. They drove down to the three yard line 
where Lindquist hit a field go~lto puthis team 
ahead. 
. 
, The Bears added the icing with just· two 
seconds. left . when Hamel picked off a 
Maritime fourth down p~s and ran it ba,ck 30~ 
yards for another six points for the 9-2 final.' 
" Congrats to the Foreskins: Captain Brad 
Hamel, Bob Rulli, Tom Leahy, John Howa~d) 
Mark Bouchard, Dan Derossier, .Lee ~archigianj, Paul Bolio. Steve Roberts, Jerry 
Shimkus, Paul Sullivan, Richard Hamel, . Bill 
Lindquist, Tom Rogers, and Chris Matowski. 
Re[lections 0/ a'X - Country Coach 
What a Season!!! 
If you think Rodney Dangerfield gets no 
respect, you should have been coaching the 
Bear's Cross Country Team this year. All 
season long opposing teams laughed. joked 
and made fun of us. 
Here are just a few examples and 
reflections of what it was like ... no names of 
course. 
--Coach of Team A ... 1 think it should be a 
good meet, we look pretty even; I'd have to 
give my guys the edge." RESULT: BSC 15., 
TEAM A, 42 
--The Big Invitational Meet: Mary Creedon (BSC) is the defending champion ... Coach B 
calls midweek to confirm that Mary's race will 
start at 12:15 ... we arrive at 11:30 ... Coach B 
greets us saying, "'Sorry coach, I just ran the 
race off ... it would have interfered with the 
J.V.'s if I ran it at 12:15." 
After some screaming and yelling Coach B 
agrees to let our girls. run the course by 
themselves for time. What a sport! However. 
Coach 8's move backfires ... Mary runs two full minutes faster than the set-up winner of 
Team B. 
·-Another team we faced started the race 
without us ... while they had us detained at 
their athletic complex ... needJess to say this is 
my fondest memory. 
-·After winning a Tri·Meet Coach C of the 
home team writes a glowing article in the local 
paper about his team doing a great job against 
the other team in the meet. We beat both of 
them-·he somehow forgot to mention that we 
were even there. That's really N no respecC 
--How can we forget the coach who lived in 
our locker room, took results off our bulleting 
board, ran practices on our course,called my 
wife and acted like a reporter ... he deserves at 
least an honorable mention. 
··Finally there was the coach who 
scheduled us twice ... once here, once 
there ... when we got there they had a sign on 
their team bulletin board--"Bridgewater 
State ... EASY WIN'" ... it sure was! 
What do all these people have in common? 
They all lost to the team they. couldn't 
respect. 
No respect, I tell you-- no respect at all! 
Seriously though,. it was a season to 
remember; it was a season I'll never forget. 
Thank you Rich Agnew 
Thank you Brian Buhler 
Thank you Mary Creedon 
Thank you Scott DeGirolamo 
Thank you Gerry Dumas 
Thank you Karen Flemming 
Thank you Bob MacKinnon 
Thank you Bill MacKinnon 
Thank you Scott Newkirk 
Thank you Marty Nichols 
Thank you John Semer 
THANK YOU ALL! 
John Lavert Coach 
,Football SeasQn Ends (cont. !Tom page 11) 
"We were a little disappointed in the fact we Colarusso grabbed the school career rushing were not in contention for the last few mark away from a pretty fair former BSC games," pointed out Mazzaferro. "But in a back named Steve Washkevich. season that was generally disappointing, we Athletes such as these, and others like Fran' did have some bright spots." Muccio,Dan McNulty and Gary Buelow Bright spots, indeed. played 'excellent ball for the Bears. A guy by the name of Larry Benninger Bridgewater sported an overlooked defensive came out for football this year for the 'first time secondary that boasted of 16 interceptions·-and proceeded to lead the league in total and, sadly, not one of these defensive backs reception yardage, tie a Bridgewater record (including Buelow with five interceptions) for touchdown catches in a season and got were nominated for All-Conference. himself named as an All-Conference It just wouldn't be fair to say, "wait until candidate ... not bad. next year" for this team. They had the stuff in Then a guy named Al Colarusso, just a '78--the question people will be asking as fall junior,bulldogs his way from the tailback spot goes and winter comes will be. "why didn't for 478 tough yards. Nobody could beli~ve it, they use· it?",.· because he did it so 1riconspicuous]y, but on It is a question that,perhaps,nobody can his way through opposing defensive lines, answer. 
The OLDE 'FOR'GE· 
TAVER'N 
O.J. SULll'YAN 
:EVERY WEDNE$OAY NIGHT 
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